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1.0

INTRODUCTION
On behalf of The Adroit Company (‘the Applicant’), AWN Consulting Limited (‘AWN’)
has prepared the following Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Report
as part of a Strategic Housing Development Application to An Bord Pleanála (ABP) in
relation to a proposed mixed-use development, Harold’s Court Bridge, Harold’s Cross
Road and Greenmount Lane, Harold’s Cross, Dublin 6W
The site is bounded to the north by the rear of existing residential and commercial
development along Parnell Road, and by commercial development i.e. “Greenmount
Office Park” and residential development i.e. “Boyne Court” to the south. The site is
bounded to the east by Harold's Cross Road, to the west by Greenmount Lane and by
Limekiln Lane to the south-west.
The proposed development will consist of demolition of all existing structures on site
and the construction of a mixed-use residential development set out in 4 no. blocks
ranging in height from 4 to 9 storeys.
The site is outlined in red on Figure 1.1. (hereafter referred to as ‘the Site’). The
proposed development is described in further detail in Section 2 below.

Figure 1.1

Proposed development site (indicative in red) (Source: Google Earth)

The purpose of this report is twofold, firstly to provide ABP with the information required
under Schedule 7A to demonstrate the likely effects on the environment, having regard
to the criteria set out in Schedule 7 of the Planning and Development Regulations
2001, as amended. This information will enable ABP to undertake a screening
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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determination in respect of the need for an Environmental Impact Assessment Report
(EIAR) for the proposed development.
There is a mandatory requirement for an EIAR to accompany a planning application
for some types of development that meet or exceed the relevant “thresholds” specified
in Schedule 5 to the Planning and Development Regulations. In addition to the
mandatory requirement, there is a case-by-case assessment necessary for subthreshold developments as they may be likely to have significant effects on the
environment. If a sub-threshold development is determined to be likely to have a
significant effect on the environment, then an EIAR will be required. Therefore, second
reason for this report is to document the studies undertaken by the Applicant, and the
design team, which demonstrate there are no likely significant effects as a result of the
proposed development and the application can be determined by ABP without an EIAR
having been submitted. The proposed development and component parts have been
considered, as documented in Section 2, against the thresholds for EIA as outlined in
the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended). The proposed
development is a sub-threshold development and is not mandatory for EIA.
AWN, along with the project team, have undertaken an assessment of the effects on
the environment from the proposed development and has concluded that there is no
real likely significant environmental effects on the receiving environment for the
proposed development, therefore a subthreshold EIA is not required. The assessment
is documented in Section 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 and covers each aspect of the environment
in accordance with guidance including; Population and Human Health; Biodiversity;
Land, Soils, Geology, Hydrogeology, and Hydrology; Air Quality and Climate; Noise
and Vibration; Landscape and Visual Impact; Cultural Heritage, and Archaeology;
Traffic and Transportation; Material Assets, and Waste.
1.1

EIA SCREENING LEGISLATION AND GUIDANCE
The legislation and guidance listed below has informed this report and the method to
EIA Screening:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidelines on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact
Assessment Reports. (2022). Environmental Protection Agency.
Environmental Impact Assessment Screening, OPR Practice Note PN02
(Office of the Planning Regulator, 2021).
European Union (Planning & Development) (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2018.
Environmental Impact Assessment of Projects – Guidance on Screening.
(2017). European Commission.
Guidelines for Planning Authorities and An Bord Pleanála on carrying out
Environmental Impact Assessment. (August 2018). Department of Housing,
Planning and Local Government.
Advice Notes for preparing Environmental Impact Statements. (Draft,
September 2015). Environment Protection Agency.
European Union Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive
2011/92/EU as amended by 2014/52/EU.
Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended).
Planning and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended).

The screening process followed in this report is in accordance with the EIA Directive
2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council as amended by
2014/52/EU and as transposed by the Act and the Regulations and follows the format
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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as per Section 3.2 of the EPA Guidelines (2022). The potential for significant effects of
the proposed Project has been considered against the criteria under Annex II A of the
EIA Directive 2011/92/EU as amended by 2014/52/EU and Schedule 7 of the Planning
and Development Regulations, 2001 as amended.
It is important for ABP to note that Article 27 of the EIA Directive 2011/92/EU as
amended by 2014/52/EU states that “The screening procedure should ensure that an
environmental impact assessment is only required for projects likely to have significant
effects on the environment”. This screening exercise is used to establish whether the
proposed project is likely to have significant effects on the environment and if an EIA
Report is required.
As required by Article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II)(C), the available results of other relevant
assessments of the effects on the environment carried out pursuant to European Union
legislation other than the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive have been
considered within this EIA Screening Report. A standalone Article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II)(C)
Statement prepared by AWN has been included as part of this application.
Further, and in addition to the information included in this report relevant to Article
299C(1)(v), an Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report has been prepared in
relation to the likely significant effects on European sites.
Preliminary Examination for EIA
The Planning and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended) provide for
preliminary screening for EIA. The Departmental Guidelines (August 2018) state as
follows:
“For all sub-threshold developments listed in Schedule 5 Part 2, where no EIAR is
submitted or EIA determination requested, a screening determination is required to be
undertaken by the competent authority unless, on preliminary examination it can be
concluded that there is no real likelihood of significant effects on the environment. This
is initiated by the competent authority following the receipt of a planning application or
appeal.
A preliminary examination is undertaken, based on professional expertise and
experience, and having regard to the ‘Source – Pathway – Target’ model, where
appropriate. The examination should have regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7
to the 2001 Regulations.”
While it is a matter for ABP as competent authority, it is our view that it is appropriate
to carry out a screening of the development for EIA on the basis that, following a
preliminary examination, there is doubt in regard to the likelihood of significant effects
on the environment arising from the proposed development.
1.2

SCREENING METHODOLOGY
The screening process followed in this report is in accordance with the EIA Directive
2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council as amended by
2014/52/EU and follows the format as per Section 3.2 of the EPA Guidelines (2022).
The key steps to screen for an EIA is set out in Section 3.2 of the EPA Guidelines are
as follows:
1. Is the development a type that that requires EIA?
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Is it of a type that requires mandatory EIA?
Is it above the specified threshold?
Is it a type of project that could lead to effects? and/or
Is it a sensitive location? and/or
Could the effects be significant?

The information required to be submitted by the developer for the Planning Authority
to make a determination on EIA Screening is set out in Schedule 7A of the Regulations
of 2001 (see also Annex IIA of the EIA Directive).
However, it is important to note that Schedule 7A states ‘The compilation of the
information at paragraphs 1 to 3 [of Schedule 7A] shall take into account, where
relevant, the criteria set out in Schedule 7.’ Having regard to this for the purposes of
compiling the relevant information on the likely effects of the proposed development
and in order to address points 4 to 6 above, an evaluation of the characteristics of the
project, the sensitivity of the location of the proposed development, and the potential
for significant impacts has been made with regard to Schedule 7 of the Regulations.
Schedule 7 of the Regulations of 2001 sets out the criteria for the Planning Authority
to determine whether a development would or would not be likely to have significant
effects on the environment. The criteria are broadly set out under the three main
headings:
1)

Characteristics of proposed development (Report Section 3.0)
a.
the size and design of the whole of the proposed development,
b.
cumulation with other existing development and/or development the
subject of a consent for proposed development for the purposes of section
172(1A)(b) of the Act and/or development the subject of any development
consent for the purposes of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Directive by or under any other enactment,
c.
the nature of any associated demolition works,
d.
the use of natural resources, in particular land, soil, water and biodiversity,
e.
the production of waste,
f.
pollution and nuisances,
g.
the risk of major accidents, and/or disasters which are relevant to the
project concerned, including those caused by climate change, in
accordance with scientific knowledge, and
h.
the risks to human health (for example, due to water contamination or air
pollution).

2)

Location of proposed development (Report Section 4.0)
a.
the existing and approved land use,
b.
the relative abundance, availability, quality and regenerative capacity of
natural resources (including soil, land, water and biodiversity) in the area
and its underground,
c.
the absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying particular
attention to the following areas:
i.
wetlands, riparian areas, river mouths;
ii.
coastal zones and the marine environment;
iii.
mountain and forest areas;
iv.
nature reserves and parks;
v.
areas classified or protected under legislation, including Natura
2000 areas designated pursuant to the Habitats Directive and the
Birds Directive and;
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vi.

vii.
viii.

3)

areas in which there has already been a failure to meet the
environmental quality standards laid down in legislation of the
European Union and relevant to the project, or in which it is
considered that there is such a failure;
densely populated areas;
landscapes and sites of historical, cultural or archaeological
significance.

Types and Characteristics of Potential Impacts (Report Section 5.0)

The likely significant effects on the environment of proposed development in relation
to criteria set out under paragraphs 1 and 2, with regard to the impact of the project
on the factors specified in paragraph (b)(i)(I) to (V) of the definition of ‘environmental
impact assessment report’ in section 171A of the Act, taking into account—
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

the magnitude and spatial extent of the impact (for example, geographical
area and size of the population likely to be affected),
the nature of the impact,
the transboundary nature of the impact,
the intensity and complexity of the impact,
the probability of the impact,
the expected onset, duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact,
the cumulation of the impact with the impact of other existing and/or
development the subject of a consent for proposed development for the
purposes of section 172(1A)(b) of the Act and/or development the subject
of any development consent for the purposes of the Environmental Impact
Assessment Directive by or under any other enactment, and
the possibility of effectively reducing the impact.

However, it is important to note that Schedule 7A states ‘The compilation of the
information at paragraphs 1 to 3 [of Schedule 7A] shall take into account, where
relevant, the criteria set out in Schedule 7.’ The main body of this report (Sections 3.0,
4.0 and 5.0) will cover Schedule 7A fully, but it has been set out to present the
information under the headings provided for in Schedule 7 in order to assist ABP in its
screening assessment.
1.3

PROJECT TEAM AND CONTRIBUTORS TO THE EIA SCREENING REPORT
This EIA Screening Report and the proposed development has been informed by the
accompanying documents submitted with the application (and the relevant listed
mitigation measures as included therein). The preparation and co-ordination of this
screening report has been completed by AWN and has relied on specialist input from
the project design team and applicant, as per Table 1.1.
Table 1.1

Applicants project team

Role

Contributor

Applicant

The Adroit Company Ltd.

Architectural Design and Planning

Delphi Architects + Planners

Civil Engineering including Flood Risk
Assessment; Construction & Environmental
Management Plan, Traffic and Transport Impact
Assessment and Mobility Management Plan

DBFL Consulting Engineers

Landscape Architecture

Kevin Fitzpatrick Landscape Architecture

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Role

Contributor

Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment

Macroworks Limited

Population and Human Health; Land, Soils,
Geology, Hydrogeology, and Hydrology; Air
Quality and Climate; Material Assets; Operational
Waste Management; Noise and Vibration

AWN Consulting Limited

Biodiversity, including Appropriate Assessment
Screening

Scott Cawley Limited

Archaeological Assessment

Archaeology Plan

The various reports address a variety of environmental issues and assess the impact
of the proposed development and demonstrate that subject to the various construction
and design related mitigation measures recommended that the proposed development
will not have a significant impact on the environment. This EIA Screening Report
should be read in conjunction with the plans and particulars submitted with the planning
application.
Best practice mitigation measures for the proposed development during the demolition
and construction and operational phases are set out in various reports including but
not limited to the Construction & Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) prepared
by DBFL (2022a).
Each environmental specialist of the applicants project team was commissioned
having regard to their previous experience in EIA; their knowledge of relevant
environmental legislation relevant to their topic; familiarity with the relevant standards
and criteria for evaluation relevant to their topic; ability to interpret the specialised
documentation of the construction sector and to understand and anticipate how their
topic will be affected during the demolition and construction and operational phases of
development; ability to arrive at practicable and reliable measure to mitigate or avoid
adverse environmental impacts; and to clearly and comprehensively present their
findings.
This EIA Screening report was prepared by Niamh Kelly and Jonathan Gauntlett.
Niamh is an Environmental Consultant with AWN and holds a B.A. in Earth Sciences
(TCD) and MSc in International Disaster Management (UoM). Jonathan is a Principal
Environmental Consultant in AWN Consulting with expertise in impact assessment,
licensing, environmental compliance and project management. Recent projects
include; EIA for SHD and planning applications, EPA Licencing and waste
management. Jonathan has over 10 years’ experience in environmental compliance,
environmental licensing, and urban planning. Jonathan has a BSocSc (Environmental
Planning) and BBA (Economics) from the Waikato University in New Zealand and has
experience working in the environmental consultancy, planning, and regulatory fields
from Ireland, the UK and New Zealand.
2.0

SCREENING EVALUATION
Schedule 5 of the Planning & Development Regulations 2001, as amended, sets out a
number of classes and scales of development that require EIA. In considering the wider
context and the component parts of the project the proposed development the
thresholds of relevance to the proposal from Part 2 of Schedule 5 are set out below:

Under Part 2 of Schedule 5, in relation to Infrastructure projects, Class 10(b)(i) of Part
2 refers to residential developments as follows:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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10. Infrastructure projects (b)(i) Construction of more than 500 dwelling units;
iv) Urban development which would involve an area greater than 2 hectares in
the case of a business district, 10 hectares in the case of other parts of a builtup area and 20 hectares elsewhere;
(In this paragraph, ‘business district’ means a district within a city or town in
which the predominant land use is retail or commercial use).
The total site area for the proposed works is 1.01 hectares (ha), and the proposed
development comprises 194 no. dwelling units. The site location is not within a
business district. The proposed development site is not equal to nor does it exceed the
limit, quantity or threshold set out in Class 10(B) (i) and (iv); therefore, an EIA is not
mandatory.
The project includes works of demolition the proposed development may fall under
Part 2 of Schedule 5, Class 14 as follows:
14. Works of Demolition
Works of demolition carried out in order to facilitate a project listed in Part 1 or
Part 2 of this Schedule where such works would be likely to have significant
effects on the environment, having regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7.
In relation to Schedule 5, Part 2, Class 14 of the Regulations, demolition of existing
structures on the Site encompasses 4 no. 3 storey duplex residential buildings and 2
no. 1 storey residential buildings. 3 no. 2 storey houses, a warehouse and ancillary
structures. The following Sections 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 of this report will provide information
on the characteristics of the demolition phase and the likelihood of to have significant
effects on the environment from these works, having regard to the criteria set out in
Schedule 7.
Furthermore, an EIA is still required by Schedule 5, Part 2, Class 15 of the Regulations
for sub-threshold development which would be likely to have significant effects on the
environment, having regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7.
15. Any project listed in this Part which does not exceed a quantity, area or
other limit specified in this Part in respect of the relevant class of development
but which would be likely to have significant effects on the environment, having
regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7.
The following Sections 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 of this report will provide information on the
characteristics of the proposed development; In order to provide information on the 15
the likelihood of the project to have significant effects on the environment from these
works, having regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7.
2.1

CONCLUSION – SUB THRESHOLD DEVELOPMENT
The proposed development is ‘of a type set out in Part 2 of Schedule 5 [in the Planning
and Development Regulations, 2001 (as amended)] which does not equal or exceed,
as the case may be, a quantity, area or other limit specified in that Schedule in respect
of the relevant class of development’. The development is outside the mandatory
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requirements for EIA and is considered to be sub-threshold for the relevant project
type.
An EIA Report is still required by to accompany a planning application for sub-threshold
development which would be likely to have significant effects on the environment,
having regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7. Therefore, it is also necessary to
consider whether an EIAR is required because the development will be likely to have
significant effects on the environment, even though it does not meet nor exceed the
relevant thresholds in Schedule 5 to the Planning and Development Regulations.
The remainder of this report presents the information required by Schedule 7A and
Annex II A of the Directive to demonstrate the likely effects on the environment, having
regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7 and Annex II A of the Directive.
The following Sections 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 will provide information on the characteristics
of the proposed development; the location and context, and its likely impact on the
environment. These sub sections also include in accordance with Article 299B(1)(c) a
description of any features, if any, of the proposed development and the measures, if
any, envisaged to avoid or prevent what might otherwise have been significant adverse
effects on the environment of the development.
These sections present the information required under Schedule 7A of the
Regulations, to ensure that each aspect for consideration is robustly addressed and to
enable a screening to be carried out in accordance with the criteria in Schedule 7 to
the Regulations.
3.0

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
This section addresses the characteristics of proposed development by describing the
physical characteristics of the whole proposed development and, where relevant, of
demolition works; and a description of the location of the proposed development, with
regard to the environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected.

3.1

SIZE AND DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The Adroit Company Ltd. intends to apply to An Bord Pleanála for permission for a
strategic housing development on lands at ‘Harold’s Bridge Court’, Harold’s Cross
Road & Greenmount Lane, Harold’s Cross, Dublin 6W. The site is bounded to the north
by the rear of existing residential and commercial development along Parnell Road,
and by commercial development i.e. “Greenmount Office Park” and residential
development i.e. “Boyne Court” to the south. The site is bounded to the east by Harold's
Cross Road, to the west by Greenmount Lane and by Limekiln Lane to the south-west.
The proposed development provides for 194 no. dwellings comprised of studio, 1, 2 &
3 bed apartment units in 4 no. 4-9 storey blocks (Blocks A-D). The development also
includes 1 no. commercial / retail unit (c.175m2) at ground floor level of Block A, 1 no.
creche (142.2m2) at ground floor level of Block C and 22 no. work studios (1,980m2) at
ground & 1st floor level of Block D, all on a site area of 1.01 ha.
Permission is sought for the demolition of all existing buildings on site (c. 5,356m2), i.e.
(a) 4 no. 3 storey duplex residential buildings (i.e. 48 no. dwellings, c. 3,542m²) and 2
no. 1 storey residential buildings (c. 40m² & 41m²) all within Harold's’ Bridge Court, (b)
3 no. 2 storey houses at Clare Villas (c. 331m²) and (c) an existing warehouse (c.
1,248m²) and ancillary structures (c.154m2) fronting onto Greenmount Lane.
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Vehicular access to the proposed development will be via Harold’s Cross Road,
utilizing the existing entrance. Vehicular traffic only associated with Block D will be
allowed enter the Site from Greenmount Lane with no vehicular through traffic
progressing further through the development. Pedestrian and cyclist access is
proposed via Greenmount Lane and Harold’s Cross Road.
The proposed development consists of the following:
-

Block A is a four to seven storey building accommodating 56 no. dwellings
comprised of 29 no. 1 bed & 27 no. 2 bed apartments. Block A also includes 1
no. commercial / retail unit (c.175m2) at ground floor level, with a communal
amenity room (c.35m2) and 2 no. communal roof gardens (c.144m2 & c.39m2
respectively) on the 6th floor. Bin and bicycle stores, sub-station & switch room
are accommodated at ground floor.

-

Block B is a four to nine storey building accommodating 56 no. dwellings
comprised of 2 no. studio units, 20 no. 1 bed, 32 no. 2 bed & 2 no. 3 bed
apartments. Block B also includes a communal amenity room (c.53m2) on the
3rd floor, with a communal roof garden (c.164m2) also on the 3rd floor. Bin and
bicycle stores are accommodated at ground floor.

-

Block C is a four to eight storey building accommodating 57 no. dwellings
comprised of 15 no. 1 bed, 39 no. 2 bed & 3 no. 3 bed apartments. Block C
also includes a 1 storey creche (142.2m2) at ground floor level, with associated
outdoor play space (c.233m²), bin stores at ground floor level and a communal
amenity room (c.50m2) on the 7th floor, with a communal roof garden (c.169m2)
also on the 7th floor.

-

Block D is a four to five storey building accommodating 25 no. dwellings
comprised of 1 no. studio unit, 16 no. 1 bed, 7 no. 2 bed & 1 no. 3 bed
apartments. Block D also includes 22 no. work studios (totalling 1,980m2) at
ground & 1st floor level, and communal open space (c.124m2) at 2nd floor level.
Bin and bicycle stores are accommodated at ground floor.

-

The proposed development provides for public open space (1,355m2), hard and
soft landscaping & boundary treatments. Communal residential amenity areas
and open spaces are provided for in the form of communal roof gardens and
communal rooms associated with the individual blocks. Additional communal
open space is provided at ground level totalling 499m². Private open spaces
are provided as terraces at ground floor level of each block and balconies at all
upper levels.

-

Car parking is to be provided in the form of surface and basement level car
parking. Blocks B & C are located above the proposed basement, which
accommodates 58 no. car parking spaces, 4 no. motorcycle spaces and 426
no. bicycle parking spaces (inclusive of 8 no. cargo bike spaces & 48 no.
electric bicycle spaces). There are an additional 7 no. surface level car parking
spaces proposed (including 4 no. club car spaces), and 50 no. surface bicycle
parking spaces. Bicycle parking is also accommodated within each of the 4 no.
blocks at ground floor level (104 no. spaces in total).

-

The proposed development includes for all associated site development works
above and below ground, bin & bicycle stores, plant (M&E), 2 no. sub-stations,
public lighting, servicing, signage, surface water attenuation facilities etc.
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A temporary construction compound, site office and welfare facilities will be established
on site at an agreed location within the Site boundary. Welfare facilities (canteens,
toilets etc.) will be available within the construction compound on site. Temporary
connections to the existing estate services in the existing estate road will be utilised to
provide service and utilities subject to relevant applications and approvals.
For the duration of the proposed infrastructure works the maximum working hours shall
be 07:00 to 18:00 Monday to Friday (excluding bank holidays) and 08:00 to 14:00
Saturdays, subject to the restrictions imposed by the local authority. No working will be
allowed on Sundays and Public Holidays.
A detailed description of the architectural rationale and characteristics of the proposals
is provided in the Architectural Design Statement prepared by Delphi Architects +
Planners. The development has been designed to have its own identity and integrates
with the surrounding buildings. The Landscape Report, prepared by Kevin Fitzpatrick
Landscape Architecture, provides a rationale for the landscape proposals.
There are no landscape designations on the subject site and the Site is not located
within a designated area of landscape character.
With reference to the Planning Report and Statement of Consistency prepared by
Delphi Architects + Planners, the proposed development is in keeping with the Z1 and
Z6 zoning of the Site and will provide for a meaningful mixed-use scheme in the
Harold’s Cross area. The proposed scheme provides for a primarily residential
development with retail uses, a crèche and work studios.
It is considered that the proposed development will enhance the landscape in the area,
replacing a brownfield site, which currently exists as five residential buildings, three
houses, a warehouse building and hard standing surface car park with a residential
scheme that incorporates high quality hard and soft landscaping. These proposals are
detailed within the accompanying Landscape Report prepared by Kevin Fitzpatrick
Landscape Architecture.
The proposed development will be served from the variety of public transport options
available to visitors and residents at the subject site. There are pedestrian routes, cycle
routes and bus routes within reach of the development, providing significant
connectivity to major destinations such as Dublin City Centre, Trinity College Dublin
(TCD), Technological University Dublin (TUD) Aungier Street and the Swan Centre.
The site layout for the proposed development is shown in Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1

3.2

Proposed Site Layout Plan (Source: Delphi Architecture Drawing Number 1902
- PS.05)

CUMULATION WITH OTHER EXISTING OR PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT
This section outlines the potential cumulation with other existing or permitted
development. As part of the assessment of the impact of the proposed development,
account has been taken of any relevant developments that are currently permitted, or
under construction and substantial projects for which planning has been submitted
within the surrounding areas, as well as existing local land uses.
The subject site is located in an urban area zoned for uses including residential and
commercial development as proposed, in close proximity to good public transport links.
The Site currently exists as five residential buildings, three houses, a warehouse
building and hard standing surface car park.
The National Planning Application Map was consulted for the previous 5 years to
identify notable applications (proposed development), or applications granted
permission (permitted development) within that period within 500m of the development
site. The National Planning Application Map includes planning application data sourced
from the 31 individual local authorities across Ireland. This list of consented
development is shown in Appendix A at the end of this report. The review of the online
planning tool noted a large number of changes of use, retention and other minor
alterations in the vicinity of the proposed development. These proposed and consented
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development have been, where relevant, considered as a part of the overall project
impact.
There is no specific guidance available on an appropriate study area to focus the
assessment of existing land use and/or permitted projects. The research area has been
established using expert judgement and based on the accessibility of data and taking
into consideration the potential for impact from the proposed development.
It is acknowledged that projects like the one proposed can have an impact on activity
in a larger area that only the Site itself. Generally, the closer to the works, the greater
the potential for impacts. The most significant environmental impacts are likely to be
confined within 50-150 m of the proposed development. Some effects from the
Proposed Development, including air quality and traffic, might have a larger area of
effect, and these are addressed in further detail in the corresponding expert
assessments that set out the reports submitted with the planning application.
The project being considered, is not expected to have Regional, National or
International, or Transboundary impacts. Therefore, a general study area of 500 m
from the Site location is included; this distance within a urban area is sufficient to
capture any permitted development that may give rise to significant cumulative effects.
3.3

NATURE OF ANY ASSOCIATED DEMOLITION WORKS
The proposals include the demolition of all existing structures on site (c. 5,356 sqm)
i.e. (a) 4 no. 3 storey duplex residential buildings (i.e. 48 no. dwellings, c. 3,542m²) and
2 no. 1 storey residential buildings (c. 40m² & 41m²) all within Harold's’ Bridge Court,
(b) 3 no. 2 storey houses at Clare Villas (c. 331m²) and (c) an existing warehouse (c.
1,248m²) and ancillary structures (c.154m2) fronting onto Greenmount Lane. The
accompanying CEMP prepared by DBFL provide details on the disposal of waste
materials.

3.4

USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES (LAND, SOIL, WATER, BIODIVERSITY)
This section describes the proposed development in terms of the use of natural
resources, in particular land, soil, water, and biodiversity.
The main use of natural resources will be land. However, it is noted that the subject
lands are brownfield lands which are zoned for residential and commercial
development.
Other resources used will be construction materials which will be typical raw materials
used in construction of residential developments. The scale and quantity of the
materials used will not be such that would cause concern in relation to significant
effects on the environment.
Land and Soil
The proposed land use is acceptable within the context of the existing and planned
land uses and the wider residential land uses in the surrounding area. The site is
currently exists as five residential buildings, three houses, a warehouse building and
hard standing surface car park. The proposed development is an effective use of the
land, due to the existing availability of critical infrastructure, such as sewage, roads,
and public transportation systems.
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It is considered that the proposed development will enhance the landscape in the area,
replacing a brownfield site of c. 1.01 ha with a residential scheme which incorporates
high quality hard and soft landscaping. The brownfield site of 1.01 ha is not considered
significant in the context of Ireland available land area. The high quality hard and soft
landscaping proposals detailed within the accompanying Landscape Report prepared
by Kevin Fitzpatrick Landscape Architecture will enhance the existing site.
The proposed development will require the excavation and disturbance of soils and
stone materials for the purposes of levelling, excavation for foundations, basement
level, landscaping, access and services.
All waste soils prior to being exported off-site, shall be classified as inert, nonhazardous or hazardous in accordance with the EPA’s Waste Classification Guidance
– List of Waste & Determining if Waste is Hazardous or Non-Hazardous document
dated 1st June 2015 to ensure that the waste material is transferred by an appropriately
permitted waste collection permit holder and brought to an appropriately permitted or
licensed waste facility. Materials that can be reused will be notified to the EPA as a byproduct. This ensures that waste and other materials removed from the Site will have
no significant effect on the environment.
There will be a requirement for deliveries of imported engineering fill, and other
construction materials. Other construction activities will include site storage of cement
and concrete materials, fuels for construction vehicles.
Water Consumption
The construction and operation of the scheme will not use such a quantity of water to
cause concern in relation to significant effects on the environment.
During construction of the scheme, water will be required for offices and welfare
facilities, this will be provided by either tanker or temporary connection to the public
main by agreement between the Main Contractor and Irish Water. The demolition and
construction phase will not use such a quantity of water to cause concern in relation to
significant effects on the environment.
Once the development is completed and the development is occupied there will be a
water primary demand for domestic for usage for showers, toilets and cooking, as well
as for commercial consumption. Potable water requirements for the proposed
development have been calculated by DBFL (2022b). The average water demand for
residential units is 150 litres per person per day, with a Peak Demand of 5.684
litres/second. A pre-connection enquiry (reference CDS20002320) was submitted to
Irish Water to determine the feasibility of connecting to the public water supply and
drainage infrastructure. Confirmation of feasibility of connecting to the public water
supply was granted by Irish Water on 27th April 2020.
There is no proposed extraction of groundwater at the Site during the operational
phase.
Biodiversity
Investigations into the implications on existing biodiversity including species and
habitats has been undertaken through the Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) and
Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report that have been prepared by Scott
Cawley and included with the planning documentation.
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A habitat survey was carried out by Scott Cawley in August 2020, with an additional
site assessment carried out in May 2022. A breeding bird survey was carried out by
Scott Cawley in June 2022. No flora or terrestrial fauna species or habitats of national
or international conservation importance were noted on site during the surveys.
Specialist bat surveys for the proposed development were undertaken by Scott Cawley
in August and September 2020, and May and June 2022. No signs of bats were noted
from internal and external inspections of the existing buildings on site, and Scott
Cawley (2022a) considered the buildings on-site to be of low suitability for roosting
bats. Three species of bat were recorded within the Site during the surveys undertaken
in 2020, and three species were recorded within the Site during the surveys undertaken
in 2022. The EcIA notes that ‘No signs of bats were noted from internal and/or external
inspections of the residential buildings and warehouse within the lands. In light of the
scale, age and materials of construction… the buildings within the lands are considered
to be of low suitability for roosting bats. Furthermore, no bats were observed exiting
from or returning to any of the buildings within the lands during pre-dawn
presence/absence surveys’. Overall, the survey area is considered to be of low
importance for roosting bats due to the lack of potential roosting features observed on
site.
The EcIA (Scott Cawley 2022a) defines the Site habitats using the Fossitt’s Guide to
Habitats in Ireland as mainly consisting of Buildings and Artificial Surfaces (BL3), with
areas of Amenity Grassland (GA2), Ornamental/non-native shrub (WS3) and Treelines
(WL2) along the perimeter of the Site.
In respect of the foregoing; the low local ecological value for the Site; the low
importance for roosting bats; and brownfield / developed nature of the Site; the
proposed development is not considered to consume/use biodiversity resources.
3.5

PRODUCTION OF WASTE
Demolition and Construction Phase
During the demolition phase, waste materials will be generated from the demolition of
the existing buildings and hardstanding areas on site, as well as from the further
excavation of the building foundations. The volume of waste generated from demolition
will be more difficult to segregate than waste generated from the construction phase,
as many of the building materials will be bonded together or integrated i.e. plasterboard
on timber ceiling joists, steel embedded in concrete, etc.
During the construction phase, waste will be produced from surplus materials such as
broken or off-cuts of timber, plasterboard, concrete, tiles, bricks, etc. Waste from
packaging (cardboard, plastic, timber) and oversupply of materials may also be
generated. The construction contractor will be required to ensure that oversupply of
materials is kept to a minimum and opportunities for reuse of suitable materials is
maximised.
Waste will also be generated from construction workers e.g. organic/food waste, dry
mixed recyclables (wastepaper, newspaper, plastic bottles, packaging, aluminium
cans, tins and Tetra Pak cartons), mixed non-recyclables and potentially sewage
sludge from temporary welfare facilities provided onsite during the construction phase.
Waste printer/toner cartridges, waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) and
waste batteries may also be generated infrequently from site offices.
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If material is removed off-site it could be reused as a by-product (and not as a waste).
If this is done, it will be done in accordance with Regulation 15 (By-products)
(Previously Article 27 and referred to as Article 27 in this report) of S.I. No. 323/2020 European Union (Waste Directive) Regulations 2020, which requires that certain
conditions are met and that by-product notifications are made to the EPA via their
online notification form. Excavated material should not be removed from site until
approval from the EPA has been received. The potential to reuse material as a byproduct will be confirmed during the course of the excavation works, with the objective
of eliminating any unnecessary disposal of material.
If any soils/stones are imported onto the Site from another construction site as a
byproduct, this will also be done in accordance with Article 27. Article 27 will be
investigated to see if the material can be imported onto this site for beneficial reuse
instead of using virgin materials.
A habitat survey was undertaken by Scott Cawley in August 2020 and May 2022. No
Japanese Knotweed or invasive species were found to be on the Site. Japanese
Knotweed (Fallopia japonica) is an alien invasive species listed under schedule 3 of
Regulations SI No. 355/2015. If Japanese Knotweed or any other schedule 3 species
are located onsite an invasive species management plan will be prepared and agreed
with in writing with DCC.
It should be noted that until final materials and detailed construction methodologies
have been confirmed it is difficult to predict with a high level of accuracy the
construction waste that will be generated from the construction of the proposed
development as the exact materials and quantities may be subject to some degree of
change and variation during the construction process.
Operational Phase
The proposed development will give rise to a variety of everyday waste and recycling
from the development during the operational phase, i.e. when the project is completed,
and fully operational. The typical non-hazardous and hazardous wastes that will be
generated at the proposed development will include the following:
•
•
•
•

Dry Mixed Recyclables (DMR) - includes wastepaper (including newspapers,
magazines, brochures, catalogues, leaflets), cardboard and plastic packaging,
metal cans, plastic bottles, aluminium cans, tins and Tetra Pak cartons;
Organic waste – food waste and green waste generated from internal plants /
flowers;
Glass; and
Mixed Non-Recyclable (MNR)/General Waste.

In addition to the typical waste materials that will be generated at the development on
a daily basis, there will be some additional waste types generated less frequently / in
smaller quantities which will need to be managed separately including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green / garden waste may be generated from external landscaping;
Batteries (both hazardous and non-hazardous);
WEEE (both hazardous and non-hazardous);
Printer cartridges / toners;
Chemicals (paints, adhesives, resins, detergents, etc.);
Light bulbs;
Textiles;
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•

Waste cooking oil (if any generated by the residents, crèche tenants,
commercial tenants or work studio tenants);
Furniture (and, from time to time, other bulky wastes); and
Abandoned bicycles.

•
•

Wastes should be segregated into the above waste types to ensure compliance with
waste legislation and guidance while maximising the re-use, recycling and recovery of
waste with diversion from landfill wherever possible.
An Operational Waste Management Plan has been prepared by AWN and is included
with the planning application. The OWMP outlines the estimated waste generation for
the development for the main waste types. These estimates are presented in Table
3.2.
Table 3.2

Estimated waste generation for the proposed development for the main waste
types
Waste Volumes in m3 per week
Total
Residential

Crèche

Retail Unit

Work Studios

Organic Waste

2.86

0.01

0.19

0.48

Mixed Dry Recyclables

20.30

0.52

0.49

1.25

Glass

0.55

<0.01

0.01

0.02

Mixed Municipal Waste

10.68

0.29

0.49

1.25

Total

34.39

0.82

1.18

3.00

Waste type

All waste contractors collecting waste from the Site must hold a valid collection permit
to transport waste must be held by each waste contractor which is issued by the
National Waste Collection Permit Office (NWCPO) and waste will only be brought to
suitably registered/permitted/licenced facilities. It is essential that all waste materials
are dealt with in accordance with regional and national legislation, as outlined
previously, and that time and resources are dedicated to ensuring efficient waste
management practices.
These measures will ensure the waste arising from the development is dealt with in
compliance with the provisions of the Waste Management Act 1996, as amended,
associated Regulations, the Litter Pollution Act 1997 and the EMR Waste Management
Plan (2015 - 2021). It will also ensure optimum levels of waste reduction, reuse,
recycling and recovery are achieved.
3.6

POLLUTION AND NUISANCES
There are potential short-term nuisances such as dust, noise, as well as the potential
for pollution of groundwater associated with construction activities. The demolition and
construction activities shall only take place in accordance with standard construction
times or as otherwise specified in planning conditions. No activity, which would
reasonably be expected to cause annoyance to residents in the vicinity, will take place
outside of these hours. If there is any occasion when work must be complete outside
these hours advance notice will be provided to the local authority, businesses and
residents in the vicinity.
A Construction & Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been prepared by
DBFL and submitted with the planning documentation. The CEMP outlines demolition
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and construction phase mitigation and management of air quality control (dust), noise
and vibration, surface water runoff, dewatering of excavations, traffic, spills and leaks
and sediment control that will be undertaken during the demolition and construction
phase. All mitigation measures outlined therein will be implemented, as well as any
additional measures required pursuant to planning conditions which may be imposed.
This CEMP will be maintained by the contractors during the demolition and
construction and operational phases and covers all potentially polluting activities and
include an emergency response procedure. All personnel working on the Site will be
trained in the implementation of the procedures.
3.7

RISK OF MAJOR ACCIDENTS AND/OR DISASTERS
Landslides, Seismic Activity and Volcanic Activity
There have been no recorded landslide events at the Site. Due to the local topography
and the underlying strata, there is a negligible risk of a landslide event occurring at the
Site. There is a very low risk of seismic activity to the proposed development site.
There are no active volcanoes in Ireland so there is no risk from volcanic activity.
Flooding/Sea Level Rise
The potential risk of flooding on the Site was reviewed with regard to incidences of
historical, regional and local flooding relevant to the area of the subject site. A Flood
Risk Assessment (FRA) prepared by DBFL has been included as part of the planning
application.
The FRA notes that the vast majority of the Site is within Flood Zone B. The FRA also
notes that ‘As to not increase flood risk within the surrounding area it is proposed to
direct overland flow paths toward the proposed basement under blocks A & B during
extreme storm events. An advanced warning system is to be implemented with and
emergency and evacuation plan to be provided to residents during peak storm events
as recommended in the DCC SFRA (2016-2022 and 2022-2028)’.
The FRA notes that there are currently no flood defences located in the vicinity of the
Site, however ‘following discussions with Dublin City Council’s Flood Defence Project
Office, there are flood defence works due to commence in the area in 2023 which will
further decrease flood risk in the area’.
The FRA concludes that ‘the proposed development is deemed appropriate to be
located within Flood Zone B on the basis that the mitigation measures stipulated within
justification are met. It is also noted that this location also passed the justification test
in DCC’s SFRA (2016-2022 and 2022-2028)’.
Surface water discharge rates from the proposed development’s main collection
network will be controlled by Hydrobrake flow control devices downstream of the
attenuation storage area comprising a Stormtech attenuation system. The Stormtech
attenuation system will provide storage for a 100-year storm in accordance with
GDSDS with a 20% allowance for climate change.
Major Accidents/Hazards
The proposed development is not within the consultation distance of any Seveso Site,
nor is the proposed development a Seveso/COMAH facility.
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The closest Seveso site to the proposed development is the Iarnród Éireann
Maintenance Works site, a Lower Tier establishment located c. 3.60 km north west of
the development site at Inchicore Works, Inchicore, Dublin 8. The proposed
development is not within the consultation distance of the Irish Distillers Limited site,
and is therefore due to the separation distance there is no interaction with the proposed
development at this location.
The proposed development has been designed in accordance with the Safety, Health
and Welfare at Work Act 2005 (S.I. 10 of 2005) as amended and the Safety, Health
and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations 2007 to 2016 (S.I. 299 of 2007,
S.I. 445 of 2012, S.I. 36 of 2016) as amended and associated regulations.
Minor Accidents/Leaks
There is a potential impact on the receiving environment as a result of minor
accidents/leaks of fuel/oils during the construction. However, the implementation of the
mitigation measures set out in this report (Section 5, below) and the CEMP
accompanying the application will ensure that the residual effect on the environment
is imperceptible.
3.8

RISKS TO HUMAN HEALTH
The EC 2017 Guidance on the preparation of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Report outlines that human health is a very broad factor that is be highly project
dependent. The guidance states: The notion of human health should be considered in
the context of the other factors in Article 3(1) of the EIA Directive and thus
environmentally related health issues (such as health effects caused by the release of
toxic substances to the environment, health risks arising from major hazards
associated with the project, effects caused by changes in disease vectors caused by
the project, changes in living conditions, effects on vulnerable groups, exposure to
traffic noise or air pollutants) are obvious aspects to study.
The EPA guidance explains that the scope of population and human health is project
dependant but should consider significant impacts likely to affect aspects such as:
convenience (expanded range of transport options); nuisance/ disturbance from
lighting; displaced settlement patterns (residential); employment opportunities;
settlement patterns; land use patterns; access for tourism, amenity, health impacts
and/or nuisance due to noise, dust or water pollution; and health and safety.
The characteristics of the proposed development, in terms of the risks to human health
(for example, due to water contamination or air pollution) have been considered. The
primary potential impacts of the proposed development on human health would be the
potential for increased air pollution, noise, or pollution of groundwater/watercourses as
a result of the proposed development during the demolition and construction phase.
Once the proposed development is operational there are potential impacts in respect
of visual impact and traffic are also potential but perhaps lesser significant impacts
(based on the location and the nature of the proposed development).
The CEMP includes best practice construction methodologies for the control of dust
generation, traffic and noise, as well as the management of impacts on groundwater
or the existing drainage ditches during the demolition and construction phase. Any
impacts associated with construction dust generation, traffic, and noise will be short
term.
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The subject site is zoned for residential ‘Zone Z1: Sustainable Residential
Neighbourhoods’ and commercial use ‘Zone Z6: Employment/Enterprise Zones’, as
set out in the DCC Development Plan 2016-2022. The proposed development, by way
of a considered architectural approach, combined with due regard to the zoning of the
Site, will have an insignificant impact on the local landscape amenity.
There will be no significant negative impact on local parks. It is not anticipated that the
proposed development will have a significant negative on local tourism or shopping
amenities.
Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) data indicates that the Site does not lie within a
drinking water protection area. The area is serviced by mains water supply therefore it
is unlikely that any wells are used for potable water supply. The proposed mitigation
measures during the demolition and construction phase, including the implementation
of a CEMP will ensure that there are no impacts on groundwater or the stormwater
mains.
The proposed development design includes an appropriately designed stormwater
network that will ensure that during the operational phase the risk from diesel spills
through the carparks or unloading areas is minimised. Foul wastewater from the
proposed development will be of domestic and commercial origin, and will connect to
mains supplies that will be treated off-site at Ringsend Waste Water Treatment Plant
(WWTP). Following treatment at Ringsend this wastewater will not have a potential
impact on local amenities or the local population.
The CEMP incorporates best practice construction methodologies for the control of
dust generation, traffic, and noise, as well as the management of impacts on
groundwater or the existing drainage ditches during the demolition and construction
phase. Any impacts associated with construction dust generation, traffic, and noise will
be short term.
The proposed dev22lopement does not pose any significant risk to human health,
given its nature, scale and location. The potential impacts likely to affect population
and human health have been considered in Section 5.1 below.
4.0

LOCATION AND CONTEXT OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

4.1

EXISTING AND APPROVED LAND USE
The site exists at present as five residential buildings, three houses, a warehouse
building and hard standing surface car park. There is minimal landscaping on the Site
as the current character of the Site is residential-commercial in nature. The perimeter
of the Site comprises treeline, and there are areas of amenity grassland and
ornamental/non-native shrub on site.
The boundary of the Site comprises low fencing and stone walls to east and south,
fencing and treeline to the north and west.
The site is bound by commercial buildings to the north, west and south, and residential
buildings to the east.
The proposed development will be served from the variety of public transport options
available to visitors and residents at the subject site. There are pedestrian routes, cycle
routes and bus routes within reach of the development, providing significant
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connectivity to major destinations such as Dublin City Centre, Trinity College Dublin
(TCD), Technological University Dublin (TUD) Aungier Street and the Swan Centre.
Nearby recreational facilities include numerous public parks including Harold’s Cross
Park and Eamonn Ceannt Park, The National Stadium, Swan Leisure Centre, GAA
clubs and Leinster Cricket Club, all located in close proximity (less than 1.5km) to the
Site.
4.2

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE, AVAILABILITY, QUALITY AND REGENERATIVE
CAPACITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE AREA AND ITS UNDERGROUND

4.2.1 Hydrogeology
Presently, from the GSI (2020) National Bedrock Aquifer Map, the GSI classifies the
bedrock aquifer beneath the subject site as a ‘Locally Important Aquifer – Bedrock
which is Moderately Productive only in Local Zones’. The proposed development is
within the ‘Dublin’ groundwater body and is classified as ‘Poorly productive bedrock’.
The most recent WFD groundwater status for this water body (2013-2018) is ‘Good’
with a current WFD risk score of ‘Not at risk’.
The GSI/ Teagasc (2021) mapping database of the quaternary sediments in the area
of the subject site indicates the principal subsoil type in the area comprises Till derived
from limestones (TLs).
Mapping from the Geological Society of Ireland (GSI, 2020) indicates the bedrock
underlying the Site is part of the Lucan Formation (code CDLUCN) and made up of
dark limestone and shale (Calp).
The GSI Well Card Index is a record of wells drilled in Ireland, water supply and site
investigation boreholes. It is noted that this record is not comprehensive as licensing
of wells is not currently a requirement in the Republic of Ireland. This current index
does not show any wells drilled or springs at the Site or surrounding area. The area is
serviced by Local Authority mains therefore it is unlikely that any wells are used for
potable supply. The site is not located near any public groundwater supplies or group
schemes. There are no groundwater source protection zones in the immediate vicinity
of the Site.
There are no sensitive soil receptors, no identified areas of geological heritage or
groundwater supplies in the vicinity of the Site boundary.
4.2.2 Hydrology
The proposed development site lies within the Liffey and Dublin Bay Catchment
(Hydrometric Area 09) and River Dodder sub-catchment (WFD name:
Dodder_SC_010, Id 09_16) (EPA, 2022).
There are no waterbodies within the Site of the proposed development. The closest
surface water feature to the development is the Grand Canal, located c. 70 m north of
the proposed development. From here, the Grand Canal flows for approximately 4.2
km before discharging into the Liffey at Grand Canal Dock.
Surface water from the proposed development site shall discharge to an existing
600mm combined sewer which traverses the Site and enters from the Harold’s Cross
Road. This in turn discharges to an existing 3,660mm trunk sewer located in Parnell
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Road and runs parallel to the Grand Canal. This 3,660mm trunk main eventually
discharges to the Ringsend WWTP.
The Hydrological and Hydrogeological Qualitative Risk Assessment prepared by AWN
and submitted with the planning documentation notes that ‘As the Proposed
Development will have no additional stormwater run-off, when compared with the
current situation, during a stormwater event, the development will, therefore, have no
measurable impact on the water quality in any overflow situation at Ringsend WWTP
apart from a minor contribution from foul sewage’.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 2022) on-line mapping presents the
available water quality status information for water bodies in Ireland. The River Poddle
belongs to the Poddle_010 WFD surface waterbody which has a ‘Poor’ Status (EPA,
2022) and its WFD risk score is ‘At risk of not achieving good status’. It should be noted
that, although the Poddle River is an ungauged and culverted catchment with no
historical monitoring data from the EPA, its status was estimated by an expert technical
opinion, which, according to the EPA, has “low confidence” (refer to
www.catchments.ie).
The Coastal Waterbody Dublin Bay has a WFD status (2013 – 2018) of ‘Good’ and a
WFD risk score of ‘Not at risk’. The ecological status (which comprises biological and
chemical status) of transitional and coastal water bodies during 2013-2018 for Dublin
Bay is classed as ‘Good’. The most recent surface water quality data for the Dublin
Bay on trophic status of estuarine and coastal waters indicate that they are ‘Unpolluted’
(based on Water Quality in 2020, EPA, 2021)’. Under the 2015 ‘Trophic Status
Assessment Scheme’ classification of the EPA, ‘Unpolluted’ means there have been
no breaches of the EPA’s threshold values for nutrient enrichment, accelerated plant
growth, or disturbance of the level of dissolved oxygen normally present.
Foul water from the proposed development will discharge by gravity to the existing
600mm diameter combined sewer which enters the Site from the Harold’s Cross Road
and discharges to the existing trunk sewer in Parnell Road. The foul water from the
Site will ultimately discharge to Ringsend WWTP. There is, therefore, an indirect
pathway from the proposed development to the designated European Sites at Dublin
Bay (South Dublin Bay SAC, North Dublin Bay SAC, North Bull Island SPA and South
Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA).
4.2.3 Biodiversity and Areas of Conservation
The potential ecological impacts of proposed development have been considered in
terms of the sensitivity of the location through the Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA)
and Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report that have been prepared by Scott
Cawley and included with the planning documentation.
The site habitats consist mainly of Buildings and Artificial Surfaces (BL3) with areas of
Amenity Grassland (GA2), Treeline (WL2) and Ornamental/non-native shrub (WS3).
There is a total of 9 no. SACs and 6 no. SPAs located within the Zone of Influence
(ZOI). The closest sites are the South Dublin Bay SAC (site code: 0210) and South
Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA (site code: 4024), both located c. 4.2 km east
of the Site.
The accompanying AA Screening Report (Scott Cawley 2022b) has assessed the
potential for significant effects of the demolition and construction and operational
phases of the proposed development on Natura 2000 sites and habitat loss/alteration,
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habitat/species fragmentation, disturbance and/or displacement of species, change in
population density and changes in water quality. An excerpt from the accompanying
AA Screening Report concludes that:
Following an examination, analysis and evaluation of all relevant information
and in view of the best scientific knowledge, and applying the precautionary
principle, it can be concluded that the possibility of any significant effects on
any European sites… whether arising from the project alone or in combination
with other plans and projects, can be excluded... In reaching this conclusion,
the nature of the project and its potential relationship with all European sites
within the zone of influence, and their conservation objectives, have been fully
considered.
4.3

ABSORPTION CAPACITY OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The proposed development due to its size and localised nature will not have any
significant negative effect on wetlands, riparian areas, river mouths, coastal zones and
the marine environment, mountain and forest areas, nature reserves and parks, or
densely populated areas.
As an urban area Harold’s Cross is not a location of significant wetlands, riparian areas,
river mouths, mountain and forest areas or nature reserves. There are a number of
public parks in the vicinity of the Site. The site is bounded on two sides by public roads,
and commercial buildings to the north and south.
EPA maps (https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/default) confirm that the development site is
not located within or adjoining an Architectural or General Conservation Area; is not
located within or adjoining a Native Woodland Trust; and is not covered by protected
views, scenic routes or viewpoints.
The environmental sensitivity of the proposed location in respect of Natura 2000 areas
designated pursuant to the Habitats Directive and the Birds Directive has been
addressed in the AA Screening Report.

5.0

TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS
This section sets out the likely significant effects on the environment of proposed
development in relation to criteria set out under paragraphs 1 and 2 (as set out in
Sections 4 and 5 above), with regard to the impact of the project on the factors specified
in paragraph (b)(i)(I) to (V) of the definition of ‘environmental impact assessment report’
in section 171A of the Act (as amended).
The quality, agnitude and duration of potential impacts are defined in accordance with
the criteria provided in the Guidelines on Information to be Contained in Environmental
Impact Assessment Reports (EPA 2022) this criteria is duplicated in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1

Schedule of Impacts following EPA Guidelines

Characteristic

Term
Positive

Quality of Effects

Neutral
Negative/Adverse
Imperceptible

Description
A change which improves the quality of the environment
No effects or effects that are imperceptible, within
normal bounds of variation or within the margin of
forecasting error.
A change which reduces the quality of the environment
An effect capable of measurement but without
significant consequences
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Not significant

Slight Effects
Describing the
Significance of
Effects

Moderate Effects
Significant
Effects
Very Significant
Profound Effects

Describing the Extent
and Context of
Effects

Extent
Context

Likely Effects
Describing the
Probability of Effects
Unlikely Effects

Describing the
Duration and
Frequency of Effects

Momentary
Effects
Brief Effects
Temporary
Effects
Short-term
Effects
Medium-term
Effects
Long-term Effects
Permanent
Effects
Reversible
Effects
Frequency of
Effects
Indirect Effects
(a.k.a secondary
or Off-site
effects)
Cumulative
Effects

Describing the Type
of Effects

‘Do Nothing
Effects
`Worst case’
Effects
Indeterminable
Effects
Irreversible
Effects
Residual Effects

An effect which causes noticeable changes in the
character of the environment but without significant
consequences
An effect which causes noticeable changes in the
character of the environment without affecting its
sensitivities
An effect that alters the character of the environment in
a manner that is consistent with existing and emerging
baseline trends
An effect, which by its character, magnitude, duration or
intensity alters a sensitive aspect of the environment
An effect which, by its character, magnitude, duration or
intensity significantly alters most of a sensitive aspect of
the environment.
An effect which obliterates sensitive characteristics
Describe the size of the area, the number of sites, and
the proportion of a population affected by an effect.
Describe whether the extent, duration, or frequency will
conform or contrast with established (baseline)
conditions (is it the biggest, longest effect ever?)
The effects that can reasonably be expected to occur
because of the planned project if all mitigation
measures are properly implemented.
The effects that can reasonably be expected not to
occur because of the planned project if all mitigation
measures are properly implemented.
Effects lasting from seconds to minutes
Effects lasting less than a day
Effects lasting less than a year
Effects lasting one to seven years.
Effects lasting seven to fifteen years
Effects lasting fifteen to sixty years
Effects lasting over sixty years
Effects that can be undone, for example through
remediation or restoration
Describe how often the effect will occur. (once, rarely,
occasionally, frequently, constantly – or hourly, daily,
weekly, monthly, annually)
Effects on the environment, which are not a direct result
of the project, often produced away from the project site
or because of a complex pathway.
The addition of many minor or insignificant effects,
including effects of other projects, to create larger, more
significant effects.
The environment as it would be in the future should the
subject project not be carried out
The effects arising from a project in the case where
mitigation measures substantially fail
When the full consequences of a change in the
environment cannot be described
When the character, distinctiveness, diversity, or
reproductive capacity of an environment is permanently
lost
The degree of environmental change that will occur
after the proposed mitigation measures have taken
effect
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Synergistic
Effects

5.1

Where the resultant effect is of greater significance than
the sum of its constituents (e.g. combination of Sox and
Nox to produce smog)

POPULATION AND HUMAN HEALTH

5.1.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
The potential impacts of the proposed development on population human health and
populations would be nuisances such as increased air pollution (dust), noise, traffic,
and visual impact of the construction and demolition phases. The likely potential impact
of the proposed development with respect to population and human health during the
demolition and construction phase can be considered to be negative, not significant
and short-term.
These potential short-term impacts during the construction will be mitigated in
accordance with the CEMP, and through implementation of binding hours of
construction.
There is no significant risk of pollution of soil, groundwater or watercourses associated
with the proposed development. The demolition and construction phase of the
proposed development will provide for the temporary employment of construction
workers which will provide benefits for local businesses providing retail or other
services to construction workers and potential additional employment in the area.
The CEMP sets out mitigation measures in the form of requirements and standards in
relation to construction noise, traffic, and dust generation that must be met during the
demolition and construction phase. The accompanying CEMP notes that development
will be undertaken in accordance with current European and British industrial
standards, with all mitigation and safety measures put in place to ensure a responsibly
managed construction process. All mitigation measures outlined therein will be
implemented, as well as any additional measures required pursuant to planning
conditions which may be imposed.
The residual impact of the proposed development with respect to population human
health during the demolition and construction phase after the implementation of
mitigation measures set out in this report, is negative, not significant and short-term.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of population and
human health impacts during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore a
requirement for subthreshold EIA does not arise.
5.1.2 Operational Phase
Upon completion, the operational phase will provide an important material asset for the
area in terms of high-quality residential accommodation and commercial units, easing
pressure on the rental market.
The proposed development will not result in any off-site exceedance of the relevant
ambient air quality standards, see Section 5.5 for further detail. The proposed
development is not a noise sensitive use.
There are no planned direct discharges to water or land, although the risk of accidental
discharge or spills exists. A number of design measures are proposed to prevent the
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contamination of groundwater during the operational phase as described in Section
5.2.
The design of the proposed development has due regard of the sensitivity of the
surroundings, and is not likely to adversely impact on local populations. Landscape
and Visual impacts are discussed further in Section 5.6.
The residual impact of the proposed development with respect to populations and
human health during the operational phase is positive, not significant and longterm.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of population and
human health impacts during the operational phase. Therefore a requirement for
subthreshold EIA does not arise.
5.2

LAND, SOILS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY

5.2.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
Potential for increased sediment and runoff from excavation, soil handling, removal
and compaction
Land clearing, earthworks and excavations will be required for demolition and
construction phase operations to facilitate site clearance, construction of new
buildings, basement, foundations and installation of services. This will include site
levelling, construction, and building foundation excavation, and will necessitate the
removal of vegetation cover and the excavation of soil and subsoils. The quantity of
excavated soil, stone and made ground that will be generated has been estimated by
DBFL to be 20,000 m3.
The gradual introduction of impermeable surfaces and the compaction of soils across
the construction site will reduce the infiltration capacity and increase the rate and
volume of direct surface run-off. The potential impact of this is a possible increase in
surface water run-off and sediment loading, which could potentially impact local
drainage if not adequately mitigated.
Run-off water containing silt will be contained on-site via settlement tanks and treated
to ensure adequate silt removal. Silt reduction measures on site will include a
combination of silt fencing, settlement measures (silt traps, silt sacks and settlement
tanks / ponds).
Movement of material will be minimised to reduce the degradation of soil structure and
generation of dust. Excavations will remain open for as little time as possible before
the placement of fill. This will help to minimise the potential for water ingress into
excavations. Soil from works will be stored away from existing drainage features to
avoid any potential impact.
The site preparation, excavations and levelling works required to facilitate construction
of foundations, access roads and the installation of services will require excavation of
soil, stones, made ground and bedrock (if encountered). Excavated soil will arise
during the construction period and will be stored (if required) on site prior to being
removed by a specialist contractor. Any material, which is exported from site, if not
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correctly managed or handled, could impact negatively on human beings (onsite and
offsite) as well as water and soil environments.
All excavated materials will be visually assessed for signs of possible contamination
such as staining or strong odours. Should any unusual staining or odour be noticed,
samples of this soil will be analysed for the presence of possible contaminants in order
to ensure that historical pollution of the soil has not occurred. Should it be determined
that any of the soil excavated is contaminated, this will be disposed of by a licensed
waste disposal contractor.
Stockpiles of soil and construction aggregate can have the potential to cause negative
impacts on air and water quality. The effects of soil stripping and stockpiling will be
mitigated against through the implementation of appropriate earthworks handling
protocol during demolition and construction.
In respect of the foregoing, and the measures set out in the CEMP prepared by DBFL,
the residual impact as a result of the potential for increased sediment and runoff from
excavation works on, land, soils, geology, hydrogeology, and hydrology during
demolition and construction is considered to be negative, imperceptible and shortterm.
Potential for contamination from Accidental Spills and Leaks
There is potential for water (rainfall and/or discontinuous perched groundwater) to
become contaminated with pollutants associated with construction activity.
Contaminated water which arises from construction sites can pose a significant shortterm risk to water quality for the duration of the construction if contaminated water is
allowed percolate to the aquifer or accidental discharges into surface water.
Machinery activities on site during the demolition and construction phase may result in
run off of contaminated waters into surface water networks or ground water. Potential
impacts could arise from accidental spillage of fuels, oils, paints, cement, etc. which
could impact surface water if allowed to runoff into surface water systems and/or
receiving watercourses or groundwaters.
The potential impacts during the demolition and construction phase are required to be
mitigated by ensuring best practice construction with respect to storage of any
hazardous substances (fuels, chemicals and other construction materials that may
pose a risk to the environment). The project specific CEMP prepared by DBFL sets out
these best practice construction methodologies to manage the risk of accidental spills
and leaks.
In respect of the foregoing, the residual impact in respect of the potential for impacts
related to contamination from accidental spills on, soils, geology, hydrogeology, and
hydrology during demolition and construction is considered to be negative,
imperceptible and short-term.
Dewatering, Run-off and Sediment Loading
There is the potential for contaminated surface water run-off from site preparation,
levelling, landscape contouring and excavations during the demolition and construction
phase may contain increased silt levels or become polluted from construction activities.
Silt water can arise from excavations, exposed ground, stockpiles, and access roads.
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Construction water containing large amounts of silt or other contaminants such as
hydrocarbons has the potential to cause negative, and short-term impacts receiving
surface water bodies, or surface water networks, if not adequately mitigated.
The CEMP prepared by DBFL details measures to help ensure that the receiving
surface water drainage network is sufficiently protected for the duration of the proposed
works. It is noted that these are standard construction best-practise procedures and
are in no way included as mitigation to protect any European Sites.
Where dewatering is required during the demolition and construction phase, dirty water
will be fully and appropriately attenuated, through silt bags, before being appropriately
discharged. No silty or contaminated water from the construction works will be
discharged to any stormwater network.
In respect of the foregoing, and the measures set out in the CEMP prepared by DBFL,
the residual impact in respect of the potential for impacts related to dewatering on,
soils, geology, hydrogeology, and hydrology during demolition and construction is
considered to be negative, imperceptible and short-term.
Foul Water During Demolition and Construction
Welfare facilities will be provided for the contractors on site during the demolition and
construction works. During demolition and construction, portable sanitary facilities will
be provided with waste collected and disposed of appropriately. There are no predicted
adverse impacts on wastewater during demolition and construction.
No silty or contaminated water from the demolition or construction works will be
discharged to any stormwater network but should any discharge of contaminated
construction water be required during the demolition and construction phase, the
discharge will be to foul sewer following agreement with Dublin County Council / Irish
Water.
The foul water during demolition and construction (if required) will be pumped to
Ringsend Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) where it will be treated to EU
standards and discharged to the Liffey Estuary Lower. There is, therefore, an indirect
pathway from the proposed development to the designated European sites at Dublin
Bay (South Dublin Bay SAC, North Dublin Bay SAC, North Bull Island SPA and South
Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA).
With due consideration to the characteristics of the proposed development and the Site
location, there are no likely potential significant impacts of the proposed development
in relation to foul water during demolition and construction, under the environmental
factor of land, soils, geology, hydrogeology, and hydrology.
Conclusions
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no real likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of land, soils, geology,
hydrogeology and hydrology impacts during the demolition and construction phase.
Therefore, a requirement for sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
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5.2.2 Operational Phase
Direct and Indirect Discharges Management
Surface water from the proposed development will discharge via an attenuated outlet
to the existing 600mm diameter public Dublin City Council combined sewer which
traverses the subject site. This in turn discharges to the existing 3660mm trunk sewer
located in Parnell Road and runs parallel to the Grand Canal. This 3660mm trunk main
ultimately discharges to the Ringsend WWTP to the east.
The design of the stormwater drainage network for the proposed development has
taken cognisance of the guidelines and requirements set out by the Greater Dublin
Strategic Drainage Study (GDSDS) and the DCC Drainage Division, which requires all
new developments to incorporate the principles of Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SuDS). The proposed SuDS method of water disposal at the Site will ensure
that no negative impacts to stormwater leaving the Site will arise due to the attenuation
measures planned, with the proposal improving the water environment at the location.
Foul water from the proposed development will discharge by gravity to the existing
600mm diameter combined sewer which enters the Site from the Harold’s Cross Road
and discharges to the existing trunk sewer in Parnell Road. The foul water from the
Site will ultimately discharge to Ringsend WWTP.
The drainage of surface water and disposal of foul water is detailed further within the
accompanying Infrastructure Services Report prepared by DBFL.
The residual impact on land, soils, geology, hydrogeology, and hydrology during
operation is considered to be neutral, imperceptible and long term.
Flood Risk
The proposed SuDS measures ensures the proposed development has been designed
to cater for 1:100-year storm events, mitigating the risk of flooding within the confines
of the Site.
The FRA notes that the vast majority of the Site is within Flood Zone B1. The FRA also
notes that ‘As to not increase flood risk within the surrounding area it is proposed to
direct overland flow paths toward the proposed basement under blocks A & B during
extreme storm events. An advanced warning system is to be implemented with and
emergency and evacuation plan to be provided to residents during peak storm events
as recommended in the DCC SFRA (2016-2022 and 2022-2028)’.
The FRA notes that there are currently no flood defences located in the vicinity of the
Site, however ‘following discussions with Dublin City Council’s Flood Defence Project
Office, there are flood defence works due to commence in the area in 2023 which will
further decrease flood risk in the area’.
The FRA concludes that ‘the proposed development is deemed appropriate to be
located within Flood Zone B on the basis that the mitigation measures stipulated within
justification are met. It is also noted that this location also passed the justification test
in DCC’s SFRA (2016-2022 and 2022-2028)’.

1

Flood Zone B means an area where the probability of flooding from rivers and the sea is moderate (between 0.1% or
1 in 1000 and 1% or 1 in 100 for river flooding and between 0.1% or 1 in 1000 year and 0.5% or 1 in 200 for coastal
flooding).
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The residual impact on land, soils, geology, hydrogeology, and hydrology during
operation is considered to be neutral, imperceptible and long term.
Conclusions
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of land, soils, geology,
hydrogeology and hydrology impacts during the operational phase. Therefore a
requirement for sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
5.3

BIODIVERSITY

5.3.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
The potential impact from the proposed development on biodiversity with particular
attention to species and habitats protected under the Habitats Directive and the Birds
Directive has been considered as a part of the Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA)
and Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report that have been prepared by Scott
Cawley and included with the planning documentation.
The site exists as five residential buildings, three houses, a warehouse building and
hard standing surface car park. The site is urban in nature and has little value in terms
of biodiversity. The AA Screening Report for the Site has confirmed that the Site is not
under any wildlife or conservation designation. Furthermore, no rare, threatened or
legally protected species are known to occur on the Site.
The EcIA concludes that ‘The proposed development does not have the potential to
result in significant negative effects on nationally designated areas for nature
conservation, whether considered on its own or in combination with any other plans or
projects. The proposed development has no potential to affect the surface water quality
or the ecology of the adjacent waterbodies as the surface water discharge from the
site will be zero’ and ‘The proposed development does not have the potential to affect
habitats indirectly as a result of Third schedule non-native invasive species impacts
due to lack of Third schedule non-native invasive species within the site. The proposed
development does not have the potential to result in significant negative effects on
fauna at a local or any other geographic level. A range of mitigation measures have
been proposed, in addition to the extensive and stringent environmental control
measures that have been incorporated into the design of the proposed development.
All of the mitigation measures shall be implemented in full and are best practice, tried
and tested, and effective control measures to protect biodiversity and the receiving
environment’.
The AA Screening Report (Scott Cawley 2022b) considers that:
Following an examination, analysis and evaluation of all relevant information
and in view of the best scientific knowledge, and applying the precautionary
principle, it can be concluded that the possibility of any significant effects on
any European sites… whether arising from the project alone or in combination
with other plans and projects, can be excluded... In reaching this conclusion,
the nature of the project and its potential relationship with all European sites
within the zone of influence, and their conservation objectives, have been fully
considered.
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The measures associated with the demolition and construction phase required to avoid
or reduce any potential harmful effects on biodiversity are set out in Section 6 of the
EcIA (Scott Cawley 2022a) and Section 8 of the CEMP prepared by DBFL. These
measures are not included as mitigation to protect European Sites.
The relevant mitigation measures outlined in the EcIA, which will be incorporated and
adhered to during the demolition and construction phase of the proposed development
to ensure that the works do not result in contravention of wildlife legislation, will include:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

All trees along the proposed development boundary that are to be retained,
both within and adjacent to the proposed development boundary (where the
root protection area of the tree extends into the proposed development
boundary), will be fenced off at the outset of works and for the duration of
construction to avoid structural damage to the trunk, branches or root systems
of the trees. Temporary fencing will be erected at a sufficient distance from the
tree so as to enclose the Root Protection Area (RPA) of the tree. The RPA will
be defined based upon the recommendation of a qualified arborist
Where fencing is not feasible due to insufficient space, protection for the
tree/hedgerow will be afforded by wrapping hessian sacking (or suitable
equivalent) around the trunk of the tree and strapping stout buffer timbers
around it
The area within the RPA will not be used for vehicle parking or the storage of
materials (including soils, oils and chemicals). The storage of hazardous
materials (e.g. hydrocarbons) or concrete washout areas will not be undertaken
within 10 m of any retained trees, hedgerows and treelines
A qualified arborist shall assess the condition of, and advise on any repair
works necessary to, any trees which are to be retained or that lie outside of the
proposed development boundary but whose RPA is impacted by the works.
Any remedial works required will be carried out by a qualified arborist
A buffer zone of at least 5m will be maintained between construction works and
retained hedgerows to ensure that the root protection areas are not damaged
Any light spill affecting bat use of habitats outside of the proposed development
boundary will be avoided. Light levels during construction and operation in
these areas will be maintained at baseline levels. This will be achieved through
sensitive siting and design of the lighting elements. This includes careful
consideration of light placement on buildings, column heights and luminaire
design. Accessories such as baffles, hoods or louvres are used to reduce light
spill and direct light to where it is needed. Ideally luminaires should be selected
which do not emit UV light (e.g. metal halide and fluorescent light sources
should be avoided). LED luminaires should be used where possible due to their
sharp cut-off, lower intensity, good colour rendition and dimming capability.
Ideally and where feasible, vegetation (e.g., hedgerows, trees, scrub and
grassland) will not be removed, between the 1st March and the 31st August, to
avoid direct impacts on nesting birds. Where the construction programme does
not allow this seasonal restriction to be observed, then these areas will be
inspected by a suitably qualified ecologist for the presence of breeding birds
prior to clearance. Areas found not to contain nests may be cleared within 3
days of the nest survey, otherwise repeat surveys will be required.

Following the implementation of a robust CEMP, pollution and nuisances during
demolition and construction are not considered likely to cause significant effects on the
environment.
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On the basis of the foregoing, and with regard to the evidence set out within the EcIA
and AA Screening Report, the potential effects on local biodiversity and ecology are
neutral, imperceptible, and short term for the demolition and construction phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of biodiversity impacts
during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore, a requirement for subthreshold EIA does not arise.
5.3.2 Operational Phase
The accompanying Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) and Appropriate
Assessment (AA) Screening Report have assessed the potential for significant impacts
of the operational phase of the proposed development on Natura 2000 sites and habitat
loss/alteration, habitat/species fragmentation, disturbance and/or displacement of
species, change in population density and changes in water quality.
The measures associated with the operational phase required to avoid or reduce any
potential harmful effects on biodiversity are set out in Section 6 of the EcIA (Scott
Cawley 2022a). These measures are not included as mitigation to protect European
Sites.
The relevant mitigation measures outlined in the EcIA, which will be incorporated and
adhered to during the operational phase of the proposed development to ensure that
the works do not result in contravention of wildlife legislation, will include:
•

•

Any light spill affecting bat use of habitats outside of the proposed development
boundary will be avoided. Light levels during construction and operation in
these areas will be maintained at baseline levels. This will be achieved through
sensitive siting and design of the lighting elements. This includes careful
consideration of light placement on buildings, column heights and luminaire
design. Accessories such as baffles, hoods or louvres are used to reduce light
spill and direct light to where it is needed. Ideally luminaires should be selected
which do not emit UV light (e.g. metal halide and fluorescent light sources
should be avoided). LED luminaires should be used where possible due to their
sharp cut-off, lower intensity, good colour rendition and dimming capability.
Ideally and where feasible, vegetation (e.g., hedgerows, trees, scrub and
grassland) will not be removed, between the 1st March and the 31st August, to
avoid direct impacts on nesting birds. Where the construction programme does
not allow this seasonal restriction to be observed, then these areas will be
inspected by a suitably qualified ecologist for the presence of breeding birds
prior to clearance. Areas found not to contain nests may be cleared within 3
days of the nest survey, otherwise repeat surveys will be required.

With regards to bat activity, the EcIA (Scott Cawley 2022a) concludes that ‘No signs of
bats were noted from internal and/or external inspections of the residential buildings
and warehouse within the lands. In light of the scale, age and materials of
construction… the buildings within the lands are considered to be of low suitability for
roosting bats. Furthermore, no bats were observed exiting from or returning to any of
the buildings within the lands during pre-dawn presence/absence surveys’.
The EcIA concludes that ‘The proposed development will result in habitat loss within
the proposed development boundary. Considering the relatively small areas of habitat
lost and the proposed landscape plans, this will not be significant at any geographic
scale. The landscape design will ensure that the biodiversity value of the habitats to
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be retained and created as part of the proposed development are maximised in order
to compensate for any habitat loss’ and that ‘The proposed development does not have
the potential to result in significant negative effects on fauna at a local or any other
geographic level’.
On the basis of the above with regard to the evidence set out within the EcIA and AA
Screening Report, the potential effects on local biodiversity and ecology are positive,
slight, and long term for the operational phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of biodiversity impacts
during the operational phase. Therefore, a requirement for sub-threshold EIA does not
arise.
5.4

AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE

5.4.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
Construction stage traffic and embodied energy of construction materials are expected
to be the dominant source of greenhouse gas emissions as a result of the demolition
and construction phase of the development. Construction vehicles, generators etc.,
may give rise to some CO2 and N2O emissions. However, due to short-term nature of
these works, the impact on climate will be not significant, and short term.
Nevertheless, some site-specific mitigation measures will be implemented during the
demolition and construction phase of the proposed development to ensure emissions
are reduced further. In particular the prevention of on-site or delivery vehicles from
leaving engines idling, even over short periods. Minimising waste of materials due to
poor timing or over ordering on site will aid to minimise the embodied carbon footprint
of the Site.
The greatest potential impact on air quality during the demolition and construction
phase of the proposed development is from construction dust emissions and the
potential for nuisance dust and PM10/PM2.5 emissions. While construction dust tends
to be deposited within 350 m of a construction site, the majority of the deposition occurs
within the first 50 m based on Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) guidance (2011).
The scheme has limited potential for dust impacts during demolition and construction
due to the separation distance between the Site and the nearest sensitive receptors.
The key sensitive receptor of Our Lady’s Hospice & Care Services is located
approximately 290 m south west of the proposed development. This is located within
the 350 m. Therefore, during demolition and construction, there is limited potential for
dust impacts on these sensitive receptors which would be considered in the absence
of mitigation negative, moderate and short-term.
The pro-active control of fugitive dust will ensure the prevention of significant
emissions, rather than an inefficient attempt to control them once they have been
released. The main contractor will be responsible for the coordination, implementation
and ongoing monitoring of the Dust Management Plan. The key aspects of controlling
dust are listed below. These measures will be incorporated into the CEMP prepared
by DBFL prepared for the Site.
In summary the measures which will be implemented will include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A speed restriction of 20 km/hr shall be applied as an effective control measure
for dust for on-site vehicles using unpaved haul roads.
Construction access to the Site will be directly from the Harold’s Cross Road to
the east of the Site and is located >10m away from sensitive receptors.
Bowsers or suitable watering equipment will be available during periods of dry
weather throughout the construction period.
Hard surface roads will be swept to remove mud and aggregate materials from
their surface while any un-surfaced roads will be restricted to essential site
traffic.
Any road that has the potential to give rise to fugitive dust must be regularly
watered, as appropriate, during dry and/or windy conditions.
During periods of very high winds (gales), construction activities likely to
generate significant dust emissions should be postponed until the gale has
subsided.
Overburden material will be protected from exposure to wind by storing the
material in sheltered regions of the Site. Where possible storage piles should
be located downwind of sensitive receptors
Where feasible, hoarding will be erected around site boundaries. This will have
the benefit of reducing the impact of larger particles on nearby sensitive
receptors.
Material handling systems and site stockpiling of materials will be designed and
laid out to minimise exposure to wind. Water misting or sprays will be used as
required if particularly dusty activities such as rock blasting or earthworks are
necessary during dry or windy periods.
Vehicles exiting the Site will be adequately inspected and will make use of a
wheel wash facility where appropriate, prior to entering onto public roads.
Vehicles delivering or collecting material with potential for dust emissions shall
be enclosed or covered with tarpaulin at all times when practicable to restrict
the escape of dust.
Public roads outside the Site shall be regularly inspected for cleanliness, as a
minimum on a daily basis, and cleaned as necessary.

At all times, these procedures will be strictly monitored and assessed. In the event of
dust nuisance occurring outside the Site boundary, movements of materials likely to
raise dust would be curtailed and satisfactory procedures implemented to rectify the
problem before the resumption of construction operations.
During demolition and construction, the proposed development will give rise to dust in
the short term. Mitigation measures proposed in the accompanying CEMP will ensure
dust suppression techniques so as to remain within acceptable levels. These include
road sweeping, wheel washing and covered vehicles.
The residual effects on air quality and climate will be short term, slight and negative
during the demolition and construction phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of air quality impacts
during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore, a requirement for subthreshold EIA does not arise.
5.4.2 Operational Phase
In relation to the operational phase of the proposed development, the proposed
development will not result in any significant emissions of air quality pollutants or
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greenhouse gases once operational. Therefore, the potential impact to air quality from
the operational phase of the proposed development is expected to be insignificant.
Therefore, no site specific mitigation measures are required.
Current EPA guidance states that a development may have an influence on global
climate where it represents “a significant proportion of the national contribution to
greenhouse gases” (EPA, 2003). The “Guidelines On The Information To Be Contained
In Environmental Impact Assessment Reports” (EPA 2022) states that impacts
relevant to adaptation to climate change should be assessed and that projects should
be assessed in terms of their vulnerability to climate change Therefore, the impact to
climate from the operational phase of the proposed Project is expected to be
imperceptible in terms of national CO2 emissions and Ireland’s agreed limit under the
Kyoto Protocol (Framework Convention on Climate Change, 1997, 1999) and the EU
Effort Sharing Agreement (“20-20-20” Targets). The proposed Project will not result in
any impacts relevant to adaptation therefore the project will not be vulnerable to climate
change.
On the basis of the above the potential effects on Air Quality are neutral,
imperceptible, and long term for the operational phase. Therefore, the residual
impact of the proposed project on ambient air quality is deemed to be imperceptible.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of air quality impacts
during the operational phase. Therefore, a requirement for sub-threshold EIA does not
arise.
5.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION

5.5.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
During the demolition and construction phase it is expected that there will be some
temporary impact on the nearest residential and commercial properties and Our Lady’s
Hospice & Care Services due to noise emissions from the plant equipment required for
demolition and construction.
The magnitude of noise generated will be dependent on a number of factors including
the proximity of noise sensitive receptors, construction methods employed, the
selection of plant and the construction programming. A variety of items of construction
methods and plant items will be required during the various phases of the construction
project. Noise will be generated primarily from the onsite construction activity however
noise can be generated during haulage of construction and waste materials to and
from site.
There is no published statutory Irish guidance relating to the maximum permissible
noise level that may be generated during the demolition and construction phase of a
project.
The application of avoidance measures, such as binding hours of construction, along
with implementation of appropriate noise and vibration control measures, will ensure
that noise and vibration impact will not be excessively intrusive. Any impacts will be
short term in duration for the demolition and construction phase. The CEMP sets out
minimisation measures to ensure nuisance noise arising from demolition, site
clearance and construction activities is prevented where possible and managed in
accordance with best practice and any subsequent planning conditions relevant to the
proposed development.
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The relevant 38ccompanon measures set out in the CEMP include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

No plant used on site will be permitted to cause an ongoing public nuisance
due to noise.
All vehicles and mechanical plant will be fitted with effective exhaust silencers
and maintained in good working order for the duration of the contract.
All site access roads will be kept even to mitigate the potential for noise and
vibration from lorries.
Compressors will be attenuated models fitted with properly lined and sealed
acoustic covers which will be kept closed whenever the machines are in use
and all ancillary pneumatic tools shall be fitted with suitable silencers.
Machinery that is used intermittently will be shut down or throttled back to a
minimum during periods when not in use.
Noise and vibration during the demolition and construction phase will be
controlled with reference to the best practice control measures within BS 5228
(2009 +A1 2014) Code of Practice for Noise and Vibration Control on
Construction and Open Sites Parts 1 and 2. The contractor will ensure that all
best practice noise and vibration control methods will be used as necessary in
order to ensure impacts to nearby residential noise sensitive locations are not
significant. This will be particularly important during site preparation works and
piling works.
Limiting the hours during which site activities which are likely to create high
levels of noise or vibration are permitted.
Monitoring levels of noise and vibration during critical periods and at sensitive
locations.
Establishing channels of communication between the contractor/ developer,
Dublin City Council and residents so that receptors are aware of the likely
duration of activities likely to generate higher noise or vibration.
The Contractor appointing a Site Environmental Manager (SEM) responsible
for matters relating to noise and vibration.

Noise and vibration effects on the environment following the implementation of
standard construction mitigation measures, as set out in the CEMP, the residual impact
can be characterised as negative, slight to moderate, and short term for the
demolition and construction phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of noise and vibration
impacts during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore, a requirement for
sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
5.5.2 Operational Phase
The operation of the proposed development will remain consistent with the type of
activity and buildings the vicinity of the proposed development site. A range of
mechanical plant items will be required to service the development. While the specific
details of the plant items would normally be confirmed at the detail design stage of a
project, typically for residential and commercial developments, there will be a
requirement to provide mechanical plant for ventilation, heating and cooling purposes.
Mechanical plant serving these purposes may include air handling units, chillers,
condensers, boilers and fans of various types and sizes.
The best practice method for measuring and assessing building services plant noise
emissions is outlined in the British Standard BS4142:2014+A1:2019 Methods for
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Rating and Assessing Industrial and Commercial Sound. BS4142:2014+A1:2019
describes methods for rating and assessing sound of an industrial and/or commercial
nature. The methods described in this British Standard use outdoor sound levels to
assess the likely effects of sound on people who might be inside or outside a dwelling
or premises used for residential purposes upon which sound is incident.
It will be necessary that the cumulative noise levels from all plant associated with the
proposed development be specified and designed to ensure that specific plant noise
levels do not exceed 10 dB above the prevailing background noise levels at the nearest
noise sensitive location, as well as any additional measures required pursuant to
planning conditions which may be imposed. In addition, due care should be taken to
ensure that the selected mechanical plant does not generate any potential tonal or
impulsive noise.
The proposed development will give rise to additional road traffic on public roads;
additional traffic from residential developments can give rise to slight to moderate
impacts in respect of noise.
The residual effects on noise and vibration are neutral, imperceptible, and long term
for the operational phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of noise and vibration
impacts during the operational phase. Therefore, a requirement for sub-threshold EIA
does not arise.
5.6

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT

5.6.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
The change of use of the Site from its existing use to that of a construction site will give
rise to short term and substantially localised effects on landscape character. The initial
construction operations created by the clearance of the Site and the construction of
the buildings and plant will give rise to short-term impacts on the landscape character,
through the introduction of new structures, machinery, ancillary works etc. There will
also be a change to the landscape character as a result of a land-use change.
It is likely that cranes will be visible from the Site during construction. This will have a
temporary slight negative impact. However, the overall landscape effect of the
proposed development is considered to be positive, moderate and long term in nature.
The residual impact on landscape and visual impact during demolition and construction
will be short term and will be moderate and neutral to negative.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of landscape and visual
impacts during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore, a requirement for
sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
5.6.2 Operational Phase
The visual impact of the proposed development on the surrounding area has been
separately assessed in a Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment Report (TVIA)
prepared by Macroworks. This provides a comprehensive assessment of the proposal
from a number of viewpoints in the surrounding area.
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The proposed development is consistent with the wider urban setting and will not give
rise to any significant landscape and visual effects.
The application site comprises a residential-commercial site that contributes little to the
character and visual quality of this part of Dublin. The TVIA notes that ‘The site has
evolved from an Oil Works over the past century to become one which is extensively
residential in nature, with no public access or public open space, and limited
architectural, recreational or ecological merit’.
The TVIA notes a medium-low sensitivity of the surrounding Harold’s Cross area. The
proposed development, while more substantial, would result in a positive contribution
to the townscape character and urban fabric of Harold’s Cross Road and the wider
Harold’s Cross area. The TVIA concludes that ‘it is not considered that there will be
any significant townscape or visual impacts resulting from the proposed development’.
In this regard, the significance of impacts from the development is predicted to be
positive, moderate and long term.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of landscape and visual
impacts during the operational phase. Therefore a requirement for sub-threshold EIA
does not arise.
5.7

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY

5.7.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
A review of the Heritage Council’s online database (https://heritagemaps.ie/)
determined that there are no recorded archaeological sites or monuments within the
proposed development lands. In addition, a review of the DCC Development Plan
2016-2022 and Draft DCC Development Plan 2022-2028 confirms that there are no
protected structures within the proposed development lands.
The Archaeological Assessment prepared by Archaeology Plan (2022) and included
with the planning documentation has outlined a number of recommendations to
mitigate the impact of the proposed development on any underlying archaeological
layers.
The Archaeological Assessment sets out mitigation measures in the form of
recommendations that ‘all works within the study area should be subject to
archaeological monitoring’ and that ‘All engineering bore-holes, trial pits and slit
trenches should be archaeologically monitored’.
The demolition and construction phase of the development, due to its temporary
nature, does not give rise to any impact on cultural heritage. As the Site has been
previously developed it is extremely unlikely that the proposed developed will uncover
potential as yet unknown sub-surface archaeological features on the Site.
In this regard any impacts upon cultural heritage and archaeological are considered to
be neutral, imperceptible and long term in nature.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of cultural heritage and
archaeology during the demolition and construction phase. The residual effect is not
significant, and therefore a requirement for sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
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5.7.2 Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed development is not predicted to have any
impact on archaeological, architectural and cultural heritage.
In this regard any impacts upon cultural heritage and archaeological are considered to
be neutral, imperceptible and long term in nature.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of cultural heritage and
archaeology impacts during the operational phase. Therefore a requirement for subthreshold EIA does not arise.
5.8

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION

5.8.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
During the demolition and construction phase of the proposed development, there will
be additional traffic movements to/from the Site from construction personnel, security
staff, professional staff (i.e. design team, utility companies), excavation plant, dumper
trucks and deliveries/removal of materials (waste/spoil).
The frequency of vehicles accessing the Site will vary throughout the demolition and
construction phase. A site-specific construction traffic management plan incorporating
the mitigation measures set out under the CEMP will be prepared by the contractor
and submitted to the planning authority prior to the commencement of construction.
Following the implementation of mitigation measures the potential impacts on Traffic
and Transportation are negative, moderate, and short term for the demolition and
construction phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of traffic and
transportation impacts during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore a
requirement for sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
5.8.2 Operational Phase
The proposal includes cycle spaces for residents and visitors, encouraging cycling as
the main method of transport to and from the Site, with consequent benefits for human
health. The site is within close proximity to public transport networks, including frequent
bus services along Harold’s Cross Road. The application site also has good
connectivity to the local and strategic road network, with the M50 junction 9 and N7 to
the west.
The accompanying Traffic and Transport Assessment and Mobility Management Plan
(TTA) prepared by DBFL considers the potential impacts of the proposed development
upon the existing road infrastructure. The TTA concludes that ‘The subject site is
located within an Accessible Urban Location according to DHPLG guidelines
(December 2020) for new apartments, due to its proximity to existing high frequency
bus and light rail services, which indicates car parking to be “minimised, substantially
reduced or wholly eliminated”. The site is easily accessible to pedestrians and cyclists
who benefit from a comprehensive range of retail / business / leisure and educational
facilities within a convenient walk / cycle distance’.
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Following the occupation of the development a Mobility Management Plan (MMP) Coordinator will be appointed by the Facility Management Company to administer,
implement, monitor and review mobility management issues relevant to the
development. The co-ordinator will also liaise with the Local Authority and Public
Transport Companies on issues relevant to the reduction of private car-based journeys
to and from the development.
The proximity to good quality public transport and the availability of dedicated cycle
lanes in general proximity to the Site will enable a favourable modal split in respect of
public transport/cycle and private car use.
On the basis of the above the potential effects on Traffic and Transportation are
neutral, imperceptible, and long term for the operational phase.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of traffic and transport
impacts during the operational phase. Therefore, a requirement for sub-threshold EIA
does not arise.
5.9

MATERIAL ASSETS, INCLUDING WASTE MANAGEMENT

5.9.1 Demolition and Construction Phase
Utilities: Foul Sewer, Stormwater and Potable Water
The proposed development will have an impact upon other material assets and ‘built
services and infrastructure’ (set out in the EPA Guidelines 2022) such as electricity,
telecommunications, gas and water supply.
Welfare facilities (canteens, toilets etc.) will be available within the construction
compound and this will remain in place for the construction of the proposed
development. The offices and site amenities will initially need to have their own power
supply (generator), water deliveries and foul water collection until connections are
made to the mains networks.
Electrical connections will be made by suitably qualified personnel following
consultation with the relevant authorities and will be cognisant of subsequent
construction works. High voltage connections will be established for heavy duty
equipment and site facilities, as required. All electrical works, including connection to
the ESB network will be carried out by a suitably qualified contractor. The power and
electrical supply requirements during demolition and construction are relatively minor,
and there is no potential impact anticipated on existing users
Water supply required for welfare facilities, dust suppression and general construction
activities will be sourced from the existing public piped supplies running into the Site.
Although before connections are established to the water supply it may need to be
trucked onto site. As with electrical works, this will be carried out by a suitably qualified
contractor. It will be necessary to service the Site with a reliable and safe water supply.
Site welfare facilities will be established to provide sanitary facilities for construction
workers on site. The main contractor will ensure that sufficient facilities are available
at all times to accommodate the number of employees on site. Foul water from the
offices and welfare facilities on the Site will discharge into the existing sewer on site
(the cabins may initially need to have the foul water collected by a licensed waste
sewerage contractor before connection to the sewer line can be made).
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In respect of the foregoing, the predicted impacts upon foul sewer, stormwater and
potable water are considered to be neutral, imperceptible and short term in nature.
Waste and Waste Management
There will be some waste materials produced in the construction of the proposed
scheme which will be disposed of using licensed waste disposal facilities and
contractors. The scale of the waste production in conjunction with the use of licensed
waste disposal facilities and contractors does not cause concern for likely significant
effects on the environment.
The accompanying CEMP prepared by DBFL details the methodologies employed for
the control, management, monitoring and disposal of waste from the Site.
Other than waste generated from materials necessary for the construction of the
building the proposed development will not produce significant volumes of waste.
All waste arising during the demolition and construction phase will be managed and
disposed of in a way that ensures the provisions of the Waste Management Act 1996
as amended and associated amendments and regulations and the Waste
Management Plan. In the event, there is excess material with no defined purpose, it
will be transported to an authorised soil recovery site or notified to the EPA as a byproduct when it will be beneficially used.
Waste during demolition and construction will be managed in accordance with the
project specific CEMP prepared by DBFL, as well as any subsequent planning
conditions. A Resource and Waste Management Plan (RWMP) will be prepared prior
to the demolition and construction phase. The RWMP will be prepared in line with the
‘Best Practice Guidelines for the Preparation of Resource & Waste Management Plans
for Construction & Demolition Projects’ published by the EPA in 2021.
It is considered that the proposed development will not have any significant impact in
terms of resources or waste generation.
A carefully planned approach to waste management as set out in Section 3.5 will
ensure that the impact on the environment will be short-term, neutral and
imperceptible.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of material assets
impacts during the demolition and construction phase. Therefore, a requirement for
sub-threshold EIA does not arise.
5.9.2 Operational Phase
Utilities: Foul Sewer, Stormwater and Potable Water
The proposed development will have an impact upon other material assets such as
‘built services and infrastructure’ (set out in the EPA Guidelines 2022) such as
electricity, telecommunications, gas and water supply. The likely impact is considered
to be consistent with the Site’s zoning objective as set out in the DCC Development
Plan and is typical of a development at an urban location.
A pre-connection enquiry (reference CDS20002320) was submitted to Irish Water to
determine the feasibility of connecting to the public water supply and drainage
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infrastructure. Confirmation of feasibility of connecting to the public water supply was
granted by Irish Water on 27th April 2020. A Statement of Design Acceptance has been
received by Irish Water and is included as Appendix I of the Infrastructure Design
Report prepared by DBFL. Further information is set out in the accompanying
Infrastructure Design Report prepared by DBFL.
The proposal will have an impact on servicing and utilities infrastructure in the area,
requiring connections to water, electricity, and gas supplies, as well as connecting to
the existing road network. Due to the brownfield nature of the Site, the development is
well placed to benefit from in-situ infrastructure provision and will therefore constitute
a sustainable use at the location. Further information is set out in the accompanying
Infrastructure Design Report prepared by DBFL.
Water supply and wastewater will be provided via the existing public mains network
adjacent to the Site.
Surface water from the proposed development will discharge via an attenuated outlet
to the existing 600mm diameter public Dublin City Council combined sewer which
traverses the subject site. This in turn discharges to the existing 3660mm trunk sewer
located in Parnell Road and runs parallel to the Grand Canal. This 3660mm trunk main
ultimately discharges to the Ringsend WWTP to the east.
Foul water from the proposed development will discharge by gravity to the existing
600mm diameter combined sewer which enters the Site from the Harold’s Cross Road
and discharges to the existing trunk sewer in Parnell Road. The foul water from the
Site will ultimately discharge to Ringsend WWTP.
In respect of the foregoing, the predicted impacts upon foul sewer, stormwater and
potable water are considered to be neutral, imperceptible and long term in nature.
Waste and Waste Management
The proposed development will give rise to a variety of waste streams during the
operational phase, i.e., when the project is completed, and fully operational. The
majority of waste will be generated from packaging for equipment deliveries to the
facility which is likely to be at its peak in the early months of operation.
An Operational Waste Management Plan has been prepared by AWN, which outlines
measures to maximise the quantity of waste recycled by providing sufficient waste
recycling infrastructure, waste reduction initiatives and waste collection and waste
management information to the residents of the development.
During the operational phase, a structured approach to waste management as set out
in the Operational Waste Management Plan will promote resource efficiency and waste
minimisation. Provided the mitigation measures are implemented and a high rate of
waste prevention, reuse, recycling and recovery is achieved, the predicted impact of
the operational phase on the environment will be long-term, neutral and
imperceptible.
Having regard to the foregoing, there is no likelihood of significant effects on the
environment arising from the proposed development in respect of material assets
impacts during the operational phase. Therefore a requirement for sub-threshold EIA
does not arise.
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5.10

ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM INTERACTIONS
This section discusses the potential interactions and inter-relationships between the
environmental factors discussed in the preceding sections. This section covers both
the demolition and construction and operational phases of the proposed development.
In accordance with the guidance not only are the individual significant impacts required
to be considered when assessing the impact of a development on the environment,
but so must the interrelationships between these factors be identified and assessed.
The majority of the interactions that are considered to have a neutral effect (i.e., no
effects or effects that are imperceptible, within the normal bounds of variation or within
the margin of forecasting error).
The interaction of the foregoing impacts, described above, would not give rise to any
significant negative impacts on the environment. The principal cumulative effect with
other existing or approved development will be during the demolition and construction
phase.
There is a potential interaction between land, soil geology, hydrogeology and
hydrology through poorly managed surface water run-off during the demolition and
construction phase of the proposed development. There is a potential for the
construction activity in terms of air quality and of dust generated to impact on human
health and biodiversity. There is a potential impact of noise and vibration on human
health.
However, these potential interactions are short-term and associated with the
demolition and construction phase. The CEMP has outlined mitigations measures to
ensure that pollution and nuisances arising from demolition, site clearance and
construction activities is prevented where possible and managed in accordance with
best practice and any subsequent planning conditions relevant to the proposed
development.
It is considered that there will be no likely significant interactions which would warrant
preparation of an EIAR.

5.11

ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL FOR CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
As part of the assessment of the proposed development, the likelihood of potential
cumulative impact of the proposed development has been considered with any future
development (as far as practically possible) and the cumulative impacts with
developments in the locality (including planned and permitted developments).
As outlined in Section 3.2, above, a list of notable consented developments located in
close proximity to the development site is included in Appendix A of this report.
Cumulative impacts are those impacts that relate to incremental / additive impacts of
the planned development in addition to historical, present or foreseeable future actions.
Cumulative impacts can be thought of as occurring through two main pathways: first,
through persistent additions or losses of the same materials or resource, and second,
through the compounding effects as a result of the coming together of two or more
effects.
Mitigation is included in the project design to minimise impacts on the receiving
environment. Each project currently permitted in the wider area is subject to planning
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conditions which include appropriate mitigation measures to minimise environmental
impacts. Provided that mitigation measures for other developments are implemented
as permitted, there will be no significant cumulative effects.
Any future development will be required to incorporate appropriate mitigation
measures (e.g. noise management, dust management, traffic management,
management of water quality in run-off water, landscape, etc) during the demolition
and construction phase as such any cumulative development will not have a significant
effect on human health, material assets, land, soils, geology, hydrogeology, and
hydrology.
Any future development proposed on the surrounding lands should be cognisant with
the zoning and will be subject to EIA and/or planning conditions which include
appropriate mitigation measures to minimise environmental impacts.
Based on the assessment of the environmental sensitivities in the existing environment
and consideration of potential cumulative impacts, it is concluded that there are no
likely cumulative environmental impacts which would warrant preparation of an EIAR.
6.0

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The proposed development and component parts have been considered against the
thresholds outlined in Schedule 5, Part 2 Class 10 (a) to (m). The most relevant project
type in the context of the proposed development is Class 10 (b) (i) and (iv);
10. Infrastructure projects
(b)

(i)

Construction of more than 500 dwelling units

(iv)

Urban development which would involve an area greater than 2
hectares in the case of a business district, 10 hectares in the
case of other parts of a built-up area and 20 hectares elsewhere.

On the basis of the evaluation set out in Section 2.0 an EIA for the proposed Project is
not mandatory. The proposed project is considered to be a sub-threshold development
and therefore, ABP is required to assess whether the proposed development is likely
to have significant effects on the environment in order to determine whether the
submission of an EIAR is required. The information necessary to enable this screening
assessment has been provided in this report and the methodology used has been
informed by the available guidance, legislation and directives.
It is concluded having regard to the nature, scale and location of the subject site, there
is no real likelihood of significant effects on the environment arising from the proposed
development on the environment (direct, indirect or cumulatively with other
development) and therefore it is considered that the requirement for sub-threshold EIA
does not arise.
AWN has considered the proposed development and assessed the potential for
significant environmental effects and the need for an EIAR is documented in Sections
3.0, 4.0 and 5.0. It is considered that:
•

The implementation of the CEMP mitigation measures will prevent potential
short-term nuisances (such as dust, noise and vibration, and traffic) and risks
from the storage of any hazardous substances (fuels, chemicals and other
construction materials that may pose a risk to the environment). The CEMP
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•

•

provides for work practices that are industry best practice measures that will be
applied during the demolition and construction phase, and they are in no way
included to avoid or reduce potential harmful effects to European sites.
The proposed drainage and flood risk strategy will contribute to improved
retention of surface water on site and controlled discharge (Note: the SuDS
features associated with the proposed development are not included within the
design to avoid or reduce any potential harmful effects to any European sites).
The AA Screening Report (Scott Cawley 2022b) considered that the only sites
within the zone of influence that are at risk of significant effects are four
European sites, South Dublin Bay SAC (site code: 0210), South Dublin Bay
and River Tolka Estuary SPA (site code: 4024), North Dublin Bay SAC (site
code: 0206), and North Bull Island SAC (site code: 4006). The AA Screening
Report concluded that ‘Following an examination, analysis and evaluation of all
relevant information and in view of the best scientific knowledge, and applying
the precautionary principle, it can be concluded that the possibility of any
significant effects on any European… whether arising from the project alone or
in combination with other plans and projects, can be excluded… In reaching
this conclusion, the nature of the project and its potential relationship with all
European sites within the zone of influence, and their conservation objectives,
have been fully considered”.

The Site will use existing servicing provision as well as being located in close proximity
to high frequency public transport links and will have a neutral long term impact on
material assets.
AWN has concluded that there are no likely significant environmental effects on the
receiving environment for the proposed development, which would warrant preparation
of an EIAR.
A mandatory EIA is not required for the proposed development, and as the potential
effects are not significant it is submitted by AWN that there is not a requirement for an
EIAR to be submitted with this planning application.
As required by Regulation 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II)(C), the available results of other relevant
assessments of the effects on the environment carried out pursuant to European Union
legislation other than the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive have been taken
into account within this EIA Screening Report. A standalone Regulation
299B(1)(b)(ii)(II)(C) Statement has been provided as part of this application.
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Landscape Report, Harold’s Bridge Court, Co. Dublin. Kevin Fitzpatrick Landscape
Architecture 2022.
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Architectural Design Statement, Development Proposal for Lands at Harold’s Cross,
Dublin 6W. Delphi Architects + Planners 2022.
Guidelines for the Treatment of Air Quality During the Planning and Construction of
National Road Schemes. Transport Infrastructure Ireland (2011).
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8.0

APPENDIX A - RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

Application Number

Development Description

Development Address

Decision

Grant Date

3079/22

Planning permission for the construction of a new single storey
flat roof extension to the existing two storey terraced dwelling
providing an additional 9 sqm to an existing rear annex and to
include ancillary works.

13, Fitzgerald Street, Harolds
Cross, Dublin 6, D06 YH26

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-04-26

3616/21

Permission for demolition of existing part single story and part two
storey extension and construction of a new two storey extension
all to the rear of 8A Parnell Road, Harold's Cross, Dublin 12.

8A, Parnell Road, Harold's Cross,
Dublin, 12. (Corner of Parnell Road
and Greenmount Lane)

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-04-21

4200/21

Permission sought for development comprising: (i) change of use
of the existing two storey building previously used as a garage
and showroom to retail (convenience) use (573sqm) and use as
a cafe (98sqm) at ground floor level with ancillary office space
(149sqm) at first floor level; (ii) Reconfiguration and alterations to
the interior and exterior of structure to accommodate the
development including: (a) demolition of internal walls; 2 no.
staircases; and existing platform to rear of building (24sqm); (b)
replacement of front entrance door and glazing; (c) provision of 1
no. escape stairs; and (d) subdivision of proposed retail area to
accommodate a back of house / support areas; and (iii)
Permission is also sought for all ancillary works necessary to
complete the development including the provision of signage at
front elevation.

153-155, Harold's Cross Road,
Dublin 6W (formerly known as
Michael Grant Motors), D6W HR13

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-04-08

4099/21

Planning permission for conversion of attic to non-habitable
storage space with consequential alterations to existing rear roof
to include a contemporary dormer with ancillary works.

19, Dufferin Avenue, Dublin 8, D08
Y1X5

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-04-01

2851/21

Planning permission for development on a site of c. 2.67 ha
located at the former Harold’s Cross Greyhound Stadium,
Harold’s Cross, Dublin 6. The development, which will comprise
a new educational campus of 2 No. new school buildings, to be
delivered on a phased basis. The demolition/removal of the
existing 3 no. storey 2,355 sq m grandstand; 1 no. storey 617 sq
m pavilion building; 2 no. outbuildings (13 sq m and 42 sq m)
and entrance gates onto Harold’s Cross Road is required to
facilitate the proposed development. Access to the proposed

Former Harold's Cross Greyhound
Stadium, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-03-30
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school campus will be via the existing site entrance at Harold’s
Cross Road and pedestrian entrance gate at Grosvenor Lane.
The development will also consist of 1 No. 2 storey, 16 No.
classroom primary school and 2 no. classroom Special
Educational Needs Unit; a General Purpose Hall; and all
ancillary teacher and pupil facilities, with a gross floor area of
3,308 sq m. The development will also consist of the provision of
1 No. part 4 No. storey, 1,000 No. pupil Post Primary School and
4 no. classroom Special Educational Needs Unit, with a gross
floor area of c. 11,576 sq m, including a P.E Hall and General
Purpose Hall and all ancillary teacher and pupil facilities.
The development will include the provision of an internal vehicular
turning circle; vehicular drop off facilities; 1 no. 39 m pedestrian
canopy structure; 1 no. storey 88 sq m storage and bin store
building; accessible vehicular spaces consistent with the access
strategy approved under DCC Reg. Ref. 4412/17; shared
vehicular/pedestrian/cycle route within the Site with internal
pathways; bicycle and scooter parking; hard and soft play areas;
sensory garden; multipurpose outdoor seating, dining and event
space; 3 no. flagpoles; new entrance gate arrangement to
Harold’s Cross Road; boundary treatments; signage; PV Panels;
Green Roof and SUDs; piped infrastructure and ducting; plant;
external courtyards; ancillary ramps and stairs; 1 No. attenuation
tank; changes in level and all associated site development and
excavation works above and below ground.

2756/20

The proposed development is for modifications to the existing 5storey residential building on site. The proposed development will
provide one additional floor at roof level to provide an additional 3
no. apartments. The proposal will result in an overall
amalgamated total of 21 no. residential units in a building
comprising 6 storeys plus lift/stair overrun over existing basement.
The proposed development will include 1 no. 1-bed apartment unit
of 48.7sqm, 1 no. 2-bed apartment unit of 73sqm and 1 no. 3-bed
apartment unit of 98.9sqm. Each unit will be provided with a
private outdoor balcony. The proposed development will include
connection to existing mains public services and all associated
site works.

Grove House, 36, Grove Road,
Rathmines, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-03-16

3867/21

The development will consist of proposed demolition of existing
single storey rear extension, rear shed structures and chimney;
The proposed provision of a single storey rear extension
consisting of a kitchen, living room, 2 bedrooms and an office;

5, Greenville Terrace, Dublin 8,
D08TP6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-02-28
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upgrading of all windows; and all associated landscape and
ancillary works.
WEB5099/21

Planning permission for 2no. flat roofed extensions, eaves height
2.85m.

73 Harold's Cross Cottages, Dublin
6, D06 HF70

3420/21

Planning permission for the development seeks modifications to
the previously approved permission DCC Reg Ref. 4735/18 - ABP
304552-19. Modifications are to include the addition of 6 no extra
units achieved by way of an additional floor to the previously
granted block 1, bringing the proposed height of the building from
5 storey to 6 storey and increasing the total units in the proposed
development from 34 no. units (4 no. studio, 14 no. one bed, 13
no. two bed) up to 40 no. apartment units (4 no. studio, 17 one
bed, 16 no. two bed). No modifications to block 2 are proposed
from the scheme outlined in DCC Reg. Ref. 4735/18 - ABP304552-19. No modifications to the no. of bicycle parking spaces
(70 no.) and car parking spaces (30 no.) or basement layout are
proposed. All associated signage, site works, drainage, street
lighting and landscaping are as per the previously granted
scheme.

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-02-22

126-128 Harold's Cross Road,
Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-01-22
(Decision
Date, Grant
Date TBC)

3782/21

The development consists of the demolition of a single storey
extension to side and rear, the erection to the side of a two storey
extension consisting of a bedroom, over relocated entrance, utility
and WC, the erection to the side and rear of a single storey
extension consisting of a living room, replacement of the existing
door with a matching window, addition of a rooflight at roof level
to the front, addition of a high level window to the side at first floor
level and all associated site works.

49 Mount Drummond Square,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6, D06
F1W0

GRANT PERMISSION

2022-01-21

2601/21

Permission is sought for the demolition of the existing single
storey flat roofed extension which projects at the rear of the house
and the construction of a free-standing, single storey home office
with a corrugated, metal clad and glazed mono-pitched roof.

25, St. Kevin's Road, Portobello,
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-12-14

3266/21

The development will consist of the demolition of the existing
storage sheds and front wall of the Site and the construction of 2
no. two storey blocks accommodating a total of 5 no. apartments
(1 no. duplex 2 bed unit and 4 no. 1 bed units) and include cycle
storage for all units. Between the 2 blocks an external stair will
provide access to the two units located at first floor level. The

92A Harolds Cross Road /St
Clare's Avenue, Harolds Cross,
Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-11-02
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private amenity or balcony spaces of the 5 units are recessed into
the front façade of the development on St. Clares Avenue.

3266/21

The development will consist of the demolition of the existing
storage sheds and front wall of the Site and the construction of 2
no. two storey blocks accommodating a total of 5 no. apartments
(1 no. duplex 2 bed unit and 4 no. 1 bed units) and include cycle
storage for all units. Between the 2 blocks an external stair will
provide access to the two units located at first floor level. The
private amenity or balcony spaces of the 5 units are recessed into
the front façade of the development on St. Clares Avenue.

92A Harolds Cross Road /St
Clare's Avenue, Harolds Cross,
Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-11-02

WEB1708/21

The development will consist of a single storey extension to the
rear of this two storey house, a new roof terrace facing onto the
front garden, and a study bedroom both at existing roof level.
Work to include replacing existing slated pitched roof with a metal
clad barrel arched structure.

10, Windsor Terrace, Portobello,
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-09-29

WEB1634/21

Planning permission is sought by Caroline Clery for conversion of
attic and attic extension to include dormer to rear at 18A
Washington Street.

18A, Washington Street, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-09-21

WEB1286/21

The development will consist of, the demolition of an existing
single storey extension and roof to the rear of the property and the
construction of a two storey extension comprising a bathroom and
bedrooms at first floor level. As part of the proposed works some
internal alterations to the existing house are proposed.

No. 5, Garden Terrace, Clanbrassil
Street Upper, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-09-21

2888/21

Planning permission for provision of a part two-storey extension
to the rear with pitched metal roof, and a flat-roofed bay window
and porch extension to the front.

27, Mount Drummond Square,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6W,
D6W7Y4

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-09-06

2730/21

The development will consist of: planning permission for the
demolition of an existing single storey domestic garage and the
sub-division of existing site for the construction of a two-storey 3bedroom detached house with attic accommodation, first floor
balcony to front of dwelling onto rear laneway (lullymore terrace),
connection to foul sewer through No. 175 South Circular Road
and all associated site works.

Rear of 175 South Circular Road,
Dublin 8, D08 P5KC

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-08-18

WEB1513/21

The provision of a dormer roof extension to the rear of the existing
semi-detached dwelling house and all associated site and
drainage works.

7, Greenmount Avenue, Harold's
Cross, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-08-18
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WEB1492/21

The development will consist of the construction of a two storey
extension at ground and first floor levels to the rear of the existing
semi-detached dwelling house, replacement of existing rear first
floor window, formation of new ope/window to the existing side
elevation and all associated site and drainage works.

7, Greenmount Avenue, Harolds
Cross, Dublin 12, D12 R260

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-08-16

3619/20

The development will consist of: 1.) The demolition of existing
buildings, structures and hardstanding areas on site except for the
existing front part of the 2-storey take-away restaurant building
(vacant) at 39 Clanbrassil Street Upper; 2.) The construction of a
mixed-use development of 28 no. apartments with associated
balconies/terraces comprising 17 no. 1 bedroom units & 11 no. 2
bedroom units and 2 no. commercial units located in 2 no. blocks
(Block 1 & Block 2); 3.) Block 1 comprises a part2/part 2-storey
plus pitched roof building at 39 Clanbrassil Street Upper
accommodating 1 no. take-away restaurant unit at ground & 1st
floor level (including existing structure fronting onto Clanbrassil
Street Upper) and 4 no. apartments (4 no. 2 bedroom 2-storey
own-door duplex apartment units) extending along Orr's Terrace;
4.) Block 2 comprises a 3-4 storey building at 40, 41, 42 & 42A
Clanbrassil Street Upper accommodating 1 no. shop/retail
services unit at ground floor level (fronting onto Clanbrassil Street
Upper) and 24 no. apartments (17 no. 1-bedroom units and 7 no
2-bedroom units); 5.) Landscaped courtyard at ground floor level
and roof terrace above third floor level in Block 2; 6.) Construction
of new surface finishes and hard and soft landscaping to
increased width Garden Terrace pedestrian laneway to the north;
7.) All ancillary site development works, plant areas, refuse
storage areas, bicycle storage areas, boundary treatment works
and services.

Site at 39, 40, 41, 42 & 42A,
Clanbrassil Street Upper, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-08-06

2570/21

Planning permission for the development will consist of the
refurbishment and reconfiguration of the existing single storey
extension including
(a) introduction of a new window to the east elevation,
(b) replacement roof including the introduction of a new
rooflight,
(c) demolition of boundary wall and construction of screen wall
with associated pond,
(d) widening of existing window on east elevation of ground floor
of existing return,
(e) all associated site works and landscaping

19
Wolseley
Street,
St.
Catherine's, Dublin 8, D08 RK0W

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-07-23
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WEB1364/21

The proposed development will consist of the conversion of two
penthouse apartments, no.16 is 88.5m2 and no.17 is 128.2m2, to
use as a single 3No. bedroomed apartment totalling 218.5m2,
with associated internal modifications and development works,
including the partial demolition of the party wall between the two
apartments, the removal of 1no. sliding door from the North
Elevation and its replacement with a high level opening window,
the blocking up of 1no. entrance door to apartment no.16 and
infilling the existing opening with timber cladding to match
existing, replacement of 1no. rooflight with a smaller rooflight, the
provision of 2no. additional rooflights to the corridor and en-suite
and all associated local roof repairs.

16+17, Portobello Wharf, Windsor
Terrace, Dublin, D08 W2T2

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-07-20

WEB1339/21

Proposed demolition of existing single storey extension to rear,
construction of a new partial single storey, partial two storey
extension to rear, new flat roof dormer extension to the rear of the
main roof and associated internal modifications and site works

32, Greenville Terrace, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-07-08

Site at the Former ESB Depot at 6
Parnell Avenue, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-07-08

45, Upper
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-07-07

Permission is sought to amend the approved development at the
former ESB depot site at 6 Parnell Avenue, Dublin 12.
Permission was granted (Reg. Ref. 3513/19) for the demolition
of the remaining buildings on site, the construction of a 52 unit
residential development (4 studios, 9 one-bed units and 39 twobed units), over an underground car parking area for 54 cars in
two blocks of development, both 4-storeys with a step down to 3storeys.
2512/21

The proposed development will consist of minor internal layout
reconfiguration with consequent changes to the elevation
windows, changes to the brick cladding in the elevations,
entrance details, changed locations to ventilation shafts to
basement parking, changes to the communal garden layout and
other minor changes to the permitted residential development.
There will be no change to existing entrance approved to give
access to the Site.

2177/21

Permission is sought for a 2nd floor flat roof extension to the
existing 2 storey terraced pitched roof building; currently hosting
a first floor 1 bed apartment above retail unit on the ground floor.
The extension will consist of 2 additional bedrooms, bathroom and
living space making the apartment a 3 bed unit. On ground floor,

Clanbrassil

Street,
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works will include a new external access door to the retail unit with
the change, resizing and replacement of external window and
doors to the rear and the demolition of existing rear single storey
shed including rear internal fencing to provide designated
communal amenity space. On first floor, works consist of the
replacement and extension of the first floor rear balcony and stair
including an accessible stair and privacy screen. The 2nd floor
new extension consists of a balcony to the front with privacy
screen and second floor rear and side extension. The flat roof will
host photovoltaic panels, rooflights and plant storage. Including all
internal alterations, associated site and removal works 45 Upper
Clanbrassil Street, Dublin 8, D08 E4W7 with rear access off
Bloom Court.

2210/21

Planning permission for construction of a part single storey and
part two storey extension to the rear of the existing dwelling along
with new single storey storage shed, new windows and all other
ancillary site development works.

49 Longwood Avenue,
Circular Road, Dublin 8

3676/20

The development will consist of: 1) The demolition of existing
buildings, structures and hardstanding areas on site except for
northern boundary wall adjoining garden terrace; 2) The
construction of a mixed-use development of 11 no. residential
units with associated gardens and balconies/terraces comprising
1no. 1-bedroom units, 3 no. 2-bedroom units, 1 no. 3-bedroom
unit and 6 no. 4-bedroom units and 2 no. commercial units located
in 2 no. blocks (Block 1 & Block 2); Block 1 comprises a 2-3 storey
building at 39 Clanbrassil Street Upper accommodating 1 no.
retail/retail services unit at ground floor (fronting onto Clanbrassil
Street Upper), 1 no. 1-bedroom duplex apartment over the retail
unit and 3 no. 2 bedroom, 2-storey terraced townhouses over
parking garages extending along Orr’s Terrace; 4) Block 2
comprises a 2-3 storey building at 40, 41, 42 & 42A Clanbrassil
Street Upper accommodating 1 no. shop/retail services unit at
ground floor level (fronting onto Clanbrassil Street Upper). 1 no.
3-bedroom duplex apartment over the retail unit and 6 no. 4bedroom 3-storey terraced townhouses extending along Orr’s
Terrace; 5) All ancillary site development works, plant areas,
refuse storage areas, bicycle storage areas, boundary treatment
works and services.

2090/20

Permission for alterations and extensions to No. 47 St. Alban's
Road, Dublin 8.
The proposed development comprises
demolition of an existing single-storey rear extension (20 sq.m);

South

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-06-28

39, 40, 41, 42 & 42A, Clanbrassil
Street Upper, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-05-10

47, St. Alban's Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-03-29
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construction of a new single storey rear extension (40 sq.m) with
a flat roof and 4 no. rooflights; sundry internal alterations and
renovations.

3216/20

The development will consist of the construction of 3 no. terraced
houses as follows: (1) Demolition of the existing 2 storey and part
1 storey building, containing a showroom and first floor residential
apartment, (2) Construction of 2 no. 3 storey, part 4 storey 2
bedroom houses facing onto Grove Road and Grove Avenue, to
include roof gardens and balconies at 2nd floor level on the east
and west elevations, (3) Construction of 1 no. 2 storey, part 3
storey 2 bedroom house facing Grove Avenue, to include a roof
garden, (4) All ancillary site and landscaping works.

71-72 Grove Road, Dublin 6, D06
XK82, at the corner of Grove Road
and Grove Avenue

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-03-29

WEB1943/20

The development will consist of the removal of existing steel
railings, steel gate and concrete kerb to the front boundary of the
property, the construction of two piers to form a shared vehicular/
pedestrian entrance, the provision of a single off street car parking
space, the erection of a bin store, landscaping and associated site
works.

28, Mount Drummond Square,
Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-03-24

3034/20

Permission for a decrease of 28.64m2 (8464.84m2 permitted to
8436.1m2 proposed) to the permitted nursing home under
Planning Ref no. 3705/19, at the lands of Menni House, Parnell
Road, Dublin 12. This amended proposal primarily allows for the
replacement of 8no twin bedrooms with 12no single bedrooms ensuite, resulting in a total beds provision of 143, reconfiguration of
stairwell no 1 & 2, and consequent decrease in basement parking
provision from 39no granted permission to 37no proposed
bringing the total on site provision to 62no spaces. The alterations
also result in a reconfiguration of the south east and a part of the
south west elevation of the building and change of roof profile over
the stairwell 1 and variation of the ridge levels over mono pitch
roof. It is also proposed to diminish the size of the glazed section
to the Day Room at ground floor level to address Fire Safety
requirements and apply brick finish to new solid surface.

Menni House,
Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-03-22

2132/20

The development will consist of: Demolition of the single storey
storage shed to the rear of the vacant plots at no. 52, 52A and 53
Clanbrassil Street Lower, the 2-storey retail/cafe building at 54
and 55 Clanbrassil Street Lower, the 3-storey building with 2 no.
apartments over retail at no. 110/112 South Circular Road & the
single storey launderette building 108 South Circular Road.
Construction of a 5-storey with part 6-storey over basement mixed

Site (0.0574 hectares) known as
Leonard's Corner - No.s 52, 52A,
53, 54 and 55 Clanbrassil Street
Lower and No.s 110/112 and 108,
South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-01-14

Parnell

Road,
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use building consisting of 2 no. retail units at ground floor and
basement: Unit no. 1 (c.221sqm) fronting Clanbrassil Street
Lower and Unit no. 2 (c.291 sqm) fronting the corner of
Clanbrassil Street Lower and South Circular Road with service
access to both units off Clanbrassil Street Lower with communal
lift, plant room and bin store provided at basement level; 19 no.
apartment
units
with
associated
balconies/wintergardens/terraces to the north/south/east/west elevations
comprising of 6 no. studio type apartments, 8 no. 1 bed
apartments, 4 no. 2 bed apartments and 1 no. 3 bed apartment; 2
no. communal east facing roof terraces to the rear located at first
floor and fourth floor level; residential bin store and 40 no. secure
bicycle spaces at ground level with communal residential storage
at basement; all accessed from Clanbrassil Street Lower; and all
associated site works.

2842/20

The proposed works will consist of: A) the demolition of an
existing extension and shed structures at rear of the property; B)
the construction of a new single storey extension at the rear of the
property; C) demolition of a chimney and repair works to the
existing roof, including the addition of new roof lights; and all
associated site works.

5, Greenville Terrace, Dublin 8,
D08 TP6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2021-01-05

3319/20

RETENTION: Retention Permission sought for development at
49 Greenville Terrace, Dublin 8 D08 A2Y1. The development
consists of demolition of existing kitchen, bathroom & WC and
removal of roof overhang, construction of new single storey rear
bedroom & bathroom extension and conversion of existing
bedroom into kitchen.

49 Greenville Terrace, Dublin, 8

GRANT RETENTION
PERMISSION

2020-12-15

2110/20

RETENTION & PERMISSION: The development consists of
retention of alterations and amendments made during
construction to elevations and floor plan layouts of existing three
storey over basement terraced building and permission is being
sought for (1) re-arrangement of first floor layout for 1 bed
apartment; (2) re-arrangement of second floor layout as studio
apartment and (3) removal and amendments of existing
unauthorised roof front facade and ancillary site works from that
previously granted under planning permission ref. no. 2006/14.

58, Clanbrassil
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION
AND RETENTION
PERMISSION

2020-11-18

Street

Lower,
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3103/20

Planning permission for the refurbishment and ground floor
extension of a two storey end of terrace house. The proposed
development will consist of partial demolition at ground of existing
two storey rear return extension shared with adjacent neighbour
and construction of a larger full width ground floor extension. The
proposed ground floor extension measures 14m2 (total gross
house area including existing house is 100 m2). The proposed
development will also consist of general remedial works to the
ground and first floor layouts including removal of internal walls,
dropping of floor level at rear of ground floor, remedial works to
existing first floor rear return bathroom, new rear canopy at ground
floor, velux window to rear roof pitch of main house, relocation of
external water tank on rear return roof to attic and associated site
works.

71 Donore Avenue, South Circular
Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-11-02

2954/20

The development will consist of construction of 1 No.3 storey, 3
bedroom townhouse (188 sqm) with balcony at 2nd Floor level
and roof terrace. Off street parking for 1 car to front and
associated site works.

Site bounded by Wesley Place & to
the rear of 10 Clanbrassil Street
Upper, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-10-08

2771/20

Planning permission for the demolition of an existing single storey
domestic garage and the sub-division of existing site for the
construction of a two-storey 3-bedroom detached house,
connection to foul sewer through No. 169 South Circular Road
and all associated site works.

Rear of 169 South Circular Road,
Dublin 8, D08EVH9

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-09-03

2783/20

Planning permission sought for development consisting of A).
New extended first floor mezzanine level, with a floor area of
221.5sq.m. along with alterations to existing ground & first floor
levels with provision of new stairs and lift. B). Proposed no. 3 new
windows to side elevation facing north-east along with exit door to
ground floor, C). Proposed no. 3 new windows to side elevation
facing south-west, D). Proposed no. 3 new windows to rear
elevation facing south-east.

Ringsend Training & Educational
Centre at the rear of The National
Stadium, 145-149, South Circular
Road, Dublin 8, D08 HY40

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-09-03

2701/20

Planning permission for minor alterations to previously permitted
planning permission reference no. 4046/18 for 3 no. three storey
3 bedroom townhouses and 1 no. enterprise unit. Alterations are
limited to the interior layouts of the three townhouses only with
minor associated changes to elevations. Changes comprise the
relocation of the main living room from first floor to ground floor,
relocation of kitchen to front at ground floor, relocation of bedroom
1 from ground floor to first floor, relocation of master bedroom with
ensuite at first floor, & changes to attic floor to provide new study

Unit 22, Greenmount Industrial
Estate, Greenmount Avenue,
Harold's Cross, Dubin 12, D12
NH77

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-08-24
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area, ensuite & store/walk in wardrobe and other associated minor
layout changes (no changes are proposed to permitted enterprise
unit or overall design or footprint of permitted development), all
located on land at Unit 22 Greenmount Industrial Estate,
Greenmount Avenue & fronting onto Greenmount Court, Harold’s
Cross, Dublin 12, D12 NH77.

2634/20

Permission for the demolition of existing store of 5 sq.m and the
construction of a single storey extension with a floor area of 13.5
sq.m, consisting of a dining area, WC/shower room and utility
room / store all to the rear of the existing house with associated
ancillary work all at No. 2 St. Clare Terrace, Mount Drummond
Avenue, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6.

2, St. Clare's Terrace, Mount
Drummond
Avenue,
Harold's
Cross, Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-08-13

4642/19

Permission is sought for the change of use of ground and first
floors from commercial to residential; demolition of parts of the
existing building including removal of: the roof, rooflights and solar
panel frames; internal walls; part of the annex at the rear of the
building; windows on the north-west and south-east elevations;
and reconstruction of the existing building to provide for 4 no.
residential apartments (1 no. studio and 3 no. 1 bed units)
including the construction of a new ridged roof with a height of c.
11.4 metres at the apex and slope of 23 degrees, 2 no. roof lights
and 8 no. solar panels, an additional floor within this structure, an
extension of the third floor area (c.12.4 sqm) to provide for a lift
and staircase, blocking up of spaces on the existing external walls
left by the removal of windows, a pedestrian entrance to the
building off Wharton Terrace at the ground floor, secure bicycle
store, and c.12.5 sqm balconies for each apartment.

Wharton Hall, Wharton Terrace,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-08-06

2416/20

Planning Permission for a single storey office extension (21 sq.m)
to rear.

88,
South
Circular
Portobello, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-08-06

4738/19

Planning permission for the demolition of existing workshop and
the construction of a 3 storey 2 bedroom mews dwelling to
include, off street parking and all ancillary site works.

34, Avenue Road, South Circular
Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-07-21

2226/20

Planning permission is sought for the development of a 92.7 sq.m,
1 no. 2-bedroom town house dwelling located over 3 floors with
balcony area at 3rd floor level. The development will also see the
relocation of the existing attenuation tank and revisions and
modifications to the drainage layout. The proposed development
will provide no new car parking spaces.

Site bounded by, Wesley Place,
And Rear Of 11-13, Clanbrassil
Street Upper, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-07-09

Road,
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WEB1084/20

PERMISSION IS SOUGHT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE EXTENSION WITH FLAT ROOF TO
THE REAR & SIDE OF EXISTING HOUSE, 2NO. OF ROOF
LIGHTS AND ALL ASSOCIATED SITE DEVELOPMENT
WORKS AT NO.175 HAROLDS CROSS ROAD, DUBLIN 6W,
D6W N525 BY EMER NORTON & PAUL CARROLL.

175, Harold's Cross Road, Dublin
6w

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-07-09

4485/19

Planning permission is sought on a site to the rear of No. 404,
406, 408 and 410 Clogher Road, Crumlin, Dublin 12 for a
development consisting of: (i) demolition of existing workshop
building and shed with a total floor area of 137.3 square metres;
(ii) construction of 2 no. two storey, two-bedroom, contemporary
style, semi-detached dwellings with a flat roof and 4 no. rooflights
and the construction of 1 no. two storey, three-bedroom,
contemporary style, detached dwelling with a flat roof and 2 no.
rooflights; (iii) formation of a new shared vehicular entrance on
Clogher Road; (iv) inclusion of a designated bin area serving the
development; (v) 4 no. on-curtilage car parking spaces; private
amenity space, boundary treatment, landscaping, SuDS drainage
and all ancillary works necessary to facilitate the development.

Site to the rear of Nos.,
404,406,408,410, Clogher Road,
Crumlin, DUBLIN 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-06-22

4457/19

The development will consist of the demolition of the existing
single storey double garage and the construction of a one and a
half storey over basement garage / store and ancillary works,
including new rear boundary wall, within the rear garden of the
two storey mid-terrace dwelling house. Vehicular access to the
garage will remain off Donore Avenue via the rear laneway. The
development will replace the existing two car parking spaces
within the garage, with one car parking space being inside, and
one being to the front of the new garage.

242, South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-02-27

4314/19

Permission for the demolition of the existing shed and kitchen to
the rear of the property, alternation to the existing ground and first
floor layout, relocation of the existing stairs, construction of a
bedroom and WC at ground floor level, construction of a WC at
first floor level including roof window and all other ancillary works,
at 4 Alexandra Terrace, Portobello, Dublin 8.

4, Alexandra Terrace, Portobello,
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-01-29

3705/19

Permission for an increase of 171.1m2 (7961m2 permitted to
8132.1m2 proposed) to the permitted nursing home under
Planning Ref. No. 3756/15, at the lands of Menni House, Parnell
Road, Dublin 12. This amended proposal primarily allows for the
building set back at its western end to comply with Condition No.
3 attached to the granted permission, which calls for removal of

Menni House,
Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-01-24

Parnell

Road,
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8 No. single bedrooms, reconfiguration of the escape stairs and
all subsequent revisions to affected areas. Permission is also
sought for minor adjustments to finished floor levels, elevational
changes, reduction of the basement parking provision, increase
in total parking provision, increase in total parking provision from
65 to 70 spaces and reduction of bed spaces from 147 to 143
based on internal layout reconfiguration, new substation, revised
landscaping design and all associated site works.

3513/19

The development consists of the demolition of the remaining
buildings on site, the construction of a 55 unit residential
development (6 studios, 8 one-bed units and 41 two-bed units),
over an underground car parking area for 57 cars. The basement
includes plantrooms, bike spaces (82) and waste storage
facilities. The form of development consists of two blocks of
development, both 4-storeys with a step down to 3-storeys. Block
A contains 33 units and Block B with 22 units, a landscaped
communal open space (400 sq.m) between the blocks and visitor
car and bike spaces at surface level. The existing entrance will be
modified to facilitate the extending of the footpath on Parnell
Avenue to give access to the Site. An ESB substation and switch
room will be located on the ground floor of Block B.

ESB Depot at Parnell Avenue,
Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2020-01-07

3994/19

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: a) Demolition of original single
storey lean to extension to rear of property along with opening up
works at ground floor level of rear return. b) New single storey
flat roof extension. c) Internal modification & associated site work
at 62 Grosvenor Square, Rathmines, Dublin 6.

62 Grosvenor Square, Rathmines,
Dublin 6.

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-12-17

3389/19

Permission to construct a single storey extension to rear of
existing dwelling, new roof light to rear and all associated site
works.

6, Limekiln Lane, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-11-26

3657/19

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: Permission is sought for single
storey garage with pitched roof providing one car space with wc,
access via Grosvenor Lane, all to the rear at 64 Grosvenor
Square, Rathmines, Dublin 6.

64, Grosvenor Square, Rathmines,
Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-11-06

3455/19

Permission for (A) the proposed demolition of an existing single
storey industrial unit to the rear of the existing Hertz Car Rentals
site and (B) for the proposed erection of a two storey car parking
facility comprising of (1) a car storage space, (2) a car valet space
and (3) ancillary service spaces, all at ground floor level and (4)

151-157, South Circular Road,
Dublin 8, D08 RY7W

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-10-11
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an uncovered car storage space at first floor level accessed from
an external ramp, together with all associated site works and
ancillary services.

2627/19

The development will consist of the demolition of an existing
garden wall with gate; the construction of a new part two storey,
part single storey dwelling with pitched roof to two storey section,
including 2no. roof lights to rear and dormer window to front;
parapet flat roof to single storey to rear and all ancillary site works.

Vacant site at Le Vere Terrace
(future No. 14), Rear of 4,
Armstrong Street, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-09-16

4735/18

The development will consist of: Demolition of existing buildings
and structures on site, with the exception of the front facade of no.
126 Harold's Cross Road; Construction of an infill residential
development of 34 no. apartments with associated
balconies/terraces comprising 18 no. 2 bedroom units, 11 no. 1
bedroom units and 5 no. studio units in 2 no. blocks (Block 1 &
Block 2). Block 1 comprises a 5 storey (4 storey plus set-back
penthouse level) over basement building to the west (rest) of the
accommodating 31 no. units (17 no. 2 bedroom units, 10 no. 1
bedroom units and 4 no. studio units); Block 2 comprises a 2-3
storey over basement building to the east of the Site (fronting onto
Harold's Cross Road) accommodating 4 no. units (1 no. 2 bed
unit, 1 no. 1 bed unit and 1 no. studio unit). Basement level to
accommodate 30 no. car parking spaces, bicycle parking, refuse
store and plant; Landscaped courtyard at ground floor podium
level; Vehicular access from Harold's Cross Road, via 2 no.
mechanised car lifts located in Block 2; All ancillary site
development works, boundary treatment works and services.

126-128, Harold's Cross Road,
Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-08-20

2846/19

The proposed development comprises internal and external
alterations, Inc. replacement of front door, 5 new Velux rooflights
and construction of new 6m2 single storey rear extension to 17
Emmet Street, a terraced property.

17, Emmet Street, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-07-29

2561/19

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: The development will consist of the
use of the entire property as a single-family dwelling including the
below ground level floor, the insertion of a new stairs between the
ground floor and below ground floor level and associated works
to enclose new stairs at ground floor level.

125, South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-07-19
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2037/19

Planning permission is sought for: 1. Demolition of existing
warehouse storage unit (total area 590 sqm), lean-to storage unit
(total area 86 sqm) and covered open storage (total 89 sqm). 2.
Construction of new pitched roof warehouse storage unit (total
area 900 sqm) and all associated site works.

136 South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-07-03

WEB1165/19

The removal of the existing front boundary wall and pedestrian
entrance, the removal of existing side boundary fence and
construction of new rendered block wall, the construction of a new
vehicular entrance and driveway, the construction of a new singlestorey extension to the front, the construction of a new rear
window from first floor bathroom, and all associated site works.

37, Mount Drummond Square,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-06-21

2436/19

The development will consist of the construction of a flat roofed
two-storey studio building at the rear garden of the existing twostorey terraced dwelling to be used as a home study and storage.
Works will include the construction of the two-storey studio,
connection to existing services, along with any other associated
site works.

17, Avenue Road, Site to Rear of
17 Victoria Street, Portobello,
Dublin, 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-06-11

2228/19

The development will consist of the amalgamation of two existing
dwellings for use as a single dwelling unit and works consisting of
the construction of a single storey extension to the rear (10m2),
demolition of existing single storey extensions and shed
structures to rear to facilitate proposed development, removal of
garden wall to rear between properties and all associated site and
development works.

10 & 11, Saint
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-05-10

4046/18

Planning Permission for development at Greenmount Motor Co.
Ltd, Unit 22 Greenmount Industrial Estate, Greenmount Avenue,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 12, D12 NH77. The development will
consist of demolition of existing single storey motor repair
workshop and construction of 3 no. two storey with partial third
storey, three bedroom townhouses fronting onto Greenmount
Court, 1 no. Enterprise unit to rear portion of the Site fronting onto
Greenmount Industrial Estate and associated site works all on the
Site at Unit 22 Greenmount Industrial Estate, Greenmount
Avenue and fronting onto Greenmount Court, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 12, D12 NH77.

Unit 22, Greenmount Industrial
Estate, Greenmount Avenue,
Harold's Cross, Dubin 12, D12
NH77

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-04-05

WEB1579/18

Planning permission is sought for the demolition of a rear shed
and the construction of a new single storey extension with 4 no.
rooflights, to the rear of the existing house, and all associated site
works.

114, Harolds Cross Road, Dublin
6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2019-02-19

Alban's Road,
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4412/17

The development will consist of the provision of a temporary, twostorey primary school (c. 1,4800 m2 gross floor area) comprising
12 no. classrooms and ancillary teacher and pupil facilities,
located at the southern end of the overall former greyhound
stadium site. The development will include the provision of an
internal vehicular turning circle; 2 no. universal access car parking
spaces; a shared vehicular/pedestrian/cycle route within the Site;
internal pathways; bicycle and scooter parking; and, hard and soft
play areas. Access to the proposed temporary school will be via
the existing site entrance at Harold's Cross Road and via 1 no.
pedestrian entrance gate which is proposed at the southern site
boundary at Grosvenor Lane. The existing site boundary to
Grosvenor Lane will be revised, with a new boundary treatment
provided at this location. The development will also include piped
infrastructure and ducting; plant; site landscaping; signage;
changes in level and all associated site development and
excavation works above and below ground. Temporary
permission for a period of 5 years is being sought.

Site of c. 0.62 ha located at
Harold's
Cross
Greyhound
Stadium, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-12-09

4040/17

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: Amendments to previously
permitted development Reg.Ref. 2186/15 (An Bord Pleanála
Ref.: PL29S.245164) as amended by Reg.Ref. 2825/17 on a site
of c. 1.7 ha.
The application site includes a Protected Structure RPS Ref.No.:
3583.
The proposed amendments consist of the following:
- Alterations to proposed Blocks E, F, G (Reg.Ref. 2825/17) to
increase the height of the Blocks from 4 no. storeys (13 m) to 5
no. storeys (16 m), the additional storey in Block F will be set
back on the eastern elevation at 4th floor level (5 no. storey);
- The additional storeys on Blocks E, F and G will provide for 30
no. units (13 no. in Block E, 5 no. in Block F and 12 no. in Block
G) and will comprise of 5 no. 1 beds, 18 no. 2 beds and 7 no. 3
beds.
- Replacement of 2 no. 3 bed units at ground floor level of Block
G with a crèche c. 254 sq.m. An outdoor play area of c. 150
sq.m will also be provided in association with the crèche;
- Elevational amendments to Blocks E, F, G including private
balconies/ terraces as a result of the additional storey;
- Reconfiguration of permitted basement to provide for 160 no.
car parking spaces and 226 no. cycle spaces;

Former Saint Clare's Convent, and
nos. 115-119, Harold's Cross
Road, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-10-26
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- Revisions to landscape masterplan layout to provide additional
hard and soft landscaping;
- Minor alterations to roof plans to provide for flues and lift shafts
at roof level and all necessary site works to facilitate the
development.
The proposed amendments will result in an overall increase of 28
no. additional units, increasing the total number of units permitted
under Reg. Ref.: 2186/15 (An Bord Pleanála Ref.: PL29S.245164)
as amended by Reg.Ref.: 2825/17 from 172 no. to 200 no. units.

4242/17

The development will consist of the demolition of an existing
single storey extension to the rear of the property. The proposed
development includes the construction of a part single storey and
part two storey extension to the rear of the house. It is proposed
to provide a dining terrace at first floor level to the rear of the
house. The dining terrace will be screened from adjacent
properties with planting, metal fins and obscured glass. The
proposal includes the reconfiguration of the ground and first floor
levels. The development includes roof lighting and landscape
work to the rear of the house and sundry other minor works.

24, St Kevin's Road,Portobello,
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-10-22

2673/18

RETENTION: PERMISSION: Planning Permission is sought for
(i) retention of the as-built structure of the rear extension
including:
(a) minor plan layout and dimensional modifications to that
granted permission under planning reference: 3644/12,
(b) the rear roof slab element constructed with top of structural
slab level at 10 mm below the overall building height granted
permission under planning reference: 3644/152
(ii) Completion of the buildings works including:
(c) provision of two obscure openable windows in the rear
elevation to facilitate natural lighting and purge ventilation to the
first floor W.C. room and en-suite,
(d) raising of the overall roof height of the rear extension by the
order of 225 mm to that granted permission under planning
reference: 3644/12 to facilitate external roof insulation and
associated drainage falls and roof edge profiling,
(e) the provision of parapet upstands and associated raised
glazing on the large roof light granted permission under planning
reference: 3644/12 to protect against moisture ingress,

22, Portobello Road, Portobello,
Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-10-19
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(f) modifications to the roof over the stairwell to the first-floor
level and the first-floor landing, including provision of roof glazing
over the landing at a level of approximately 250mm higher (on
one side) than the stepped down roof granted permission under
planning reference: 3644/12.
(g) changes to the levels of the first-floor landing and first floor
external courtyard to protect against moisture ingress,
(h) all other associated fit-out and finishing works and landscaping
necessary to complete the works.

2515/18

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: The development will consist of: A.)
The change of use of the ground floor of the protected structure
from light industrial to office space. B.) Alterations to the north
elevation of the building including the reinstatement of a blockedup window and replacement of a slatted glass window with new
windows that match the existing adjoining windows and the
refurbishment of an industrial door. C.) The removal of internal,
non-original partitions and fitted furniture.

Ground Floor, The Mill Building,
Greenmount Industrial Estate,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-10-09

3350/18

The development will consist of:
1. Partial demolition of existing rear extension to the ground floor
apartment of 14 Arbutus Avenue.
2. The construction of a single storey rear extension with flat roof
& parapet detail including 3 no. rooflights.
3. Internal modifications and all ancillary works.

Ground Floor, 14, Arbutus Avenue,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-09-20

3974/17

The development will consist of construction of a 3-storey
apartment building over single storey basement car park with 9
no. apartments consisting of 1 no. 1 bedroom duplex, 2 no. 2
bedroom duplex, 5 no. 1 bedroom and 1 no. 2 bedroom units,
private terraces at ground floor level, private balconies at first and
second floor level and communal roof terrace at second floor
level. Basement to accommodate 9 no. car parking spaces and a
refuse storage/recycling area. Bicycle parking and refuse
composting area at ground level on a site of 0.1 Ha together with
all associated landscaping, site services and external works.

Rear 44, Parnell Road, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-07-27

2861/18

The development will consist of: - Demolition of existing dormer
and replacement with new larger dormer to rear roofslope. Demolition of existing chimneys. - Demolition of existing single
storey extension and construction of new single storey extension
to the rear with new courtyard. - Construction of new first floor
terrace to rear with surrounding 1.8M opaque glass screen. - All

5, Le Vere Terrace, Harold's
Cross, Dublin 6w

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-07-27
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associated internal alterations. - New velux rooflight to the front
roofslope. - All associated alterations to existing elevations, site
works, drainage and landscaping works.

2779/18

RETENTION & PERMISSION: Retention sought for alterations
to the previously granted 4 storey plus recessed penthouse
apartment building with basement car parking Reg. Ref.
2431/03, namely change to the main roof shape and height and
alterations to elevations and balconies.
Permission is sought for the creation of one additional 2-bed
apartment by converting the communal games room at ground
floor level and extending it out under the projecting balcony to the
rear.

Harold's Court,
Dublin 12

WEB1135/18

Permission is sought for demolition of part side boundary wall,
block-up existing vehicular opening and construction of single
storey extension to rear with associated alterations and create
pedestrian side gate.

GRANT PERMISSION
AND RETENTION
PERMISSION

2018-07-12

19, Merton Avenue, South Circular
Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-06-21

2544/18

Development will consist of ground floor single storey extension,
new dormer rooflight to rear of house, two new velux rooflights,
one to front and one to rear of existing house, two new windows
to side of existing house, new access gate from rear boundary
wall to shared laneway.

79, Harold's Cross Cottages,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-06-21

2277/18

PERMISSION & RETENTION The development will consist of
retention of alterations to shop front incorporating ground level
access door to first floor unit, together with shop front door and
window to ground floor unit.
Permission for change of use of ground floor unit from retail space
to use as estate agent/auctioneer office premises.

207, South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION
AND RETENTION
PERMISSION

2018-05-16

WEB1040/18

The demolition of existing front piers building up existing opening
and creating a new clear opening of 3000 mm to allow for
vehicular access.

385, Clogher
Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-05-11

2269/18

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: New vehicular access, driveway
and gates to front.

8, Parnell Road, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-05-03

3781/17

PROTECTED STRUCTURE; Within the Site of previously
permitted development Reg. Ref.2186/15 ( An Bord Pleanála
Ref. PL29S.245164) on a site of c.1.7 ha at the former St.
Clare's Convent and No's. 115-119 Harold's Cross Road
Harold's Cross Dublin 6.

On a site of c1.7 ha at the Former
St. Clare's Convent and No.'s 115119, Harolds Cross Road, Harolds
Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-04-16

Parnell

Road,

Road,

Crumlin,
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The application site includes a Protected Structure RPS Ref: No.
3583.
The proposed development consists of the following:
* Demolition of existing structures No's 115-119 Harold's Cross
Road Dublin 6 and all associated structures to rear;
* Construction of 1 no. part 4 no. Storey / part 5 storey
apartment block fronting Harold's Cross Road (Block J1) and 1
No. 4 No. storey apartment block to the rear ( Block J2)
comprising of 23 no. residential units in total ( 10 no. 1 bed units
13 no. 2 bed units)
* Provision of balconies / terraces on the south, east and west
elevations;
* Provision of open space comprising of c.510sq.m.:
* Pedestrian access to be provided off Harold's Cross Road:
* Extension to the basement level to provide for access from the
proposed Block J2:
* Provision of 160 No. car parking spaces and 226 no. bicycle
parking spaces at basement level:
* Landscaping SUDs drainage, revised boundary treatments and
all necessary site works and site services works to facilitate the
development:
* The proposed development will result in an overall increase in
units from 156 no. to 179 no. units.

2825/17

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: Planning permission to previously
permitted development Reg. Ref: 2186/15 (An Bord Pleanala Ref:
PL29S.245164) on a site of c.1.7 ha at the former St. Clare's
Convent and No.'s 115-119, Harold's Cross Road, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 6. The application site includes a Protected Structure RPS
Ref: No. 3583. The purpose of this application is to take account
of the specific planning policy requirements of the Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities as they relate to the permitted
development on the Site, permitted under Reg. Ref. 2186/15 (An
Bord Pleanala Ref: PL 29S.245164) pursuant to Section 34 (3A
and 3B) of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended.
The proposed amendments consist of the following: - Internal
reconfiguration of previously permitted Blocks E, F, G to provide
for an increase of 16 no. units, increasing the total number of units
within Blocks E, F, G from 125 no. to 141 no. (comprising 32 no.

Former St. Clare's Convent, and
No's 115-119, Harolds Cross
Road, Harolds Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-04-12
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1 bed units, 86 no. 2 bed units, 23 no. three bed units); Elevational amendments to Blocks E, F, G including relocation of
balconies/terraces on each elevation as a result of internal
reconfiguration. - The total number of units on site will increase
from 156 no. to 172 no. as a result of the proposed amendments.
- Reconfiguration of permitted basement to provide for an
increase in the number of car parking spaces from 155 no. to 160
no.; an increase in cycle spaces from 155 no. to 226 no. and all
associated site development works necessary to facilitate the
development.

4544/17

PROTECTED
STRUCTURE:
Planning
permission
for
amendments to the residential development permitted under Reg.
Ref: 2186/15 (An Bord Pleanala Ref: PL29S.245164) at a site of
c.245sqm (c.0.02ha.) within the overall c.1.7 ha site located at the
former St. Clare's Convent and No's 115-119, Harold's Cross
Road, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6. The application site includes
Protected Structure RPS Ref. No. 3583. The proposed
development comprises amendments to Block D1 of the permitted
St. Clare's development to consist of the replacement of
previously proposed office area (conditioned by An Bord Pleanala
for community use under Condition 4 of An Bord Pleanala Ref: PL
29S.245164) and 3 no. previously permitted residential units (1
no. 1 bed, 1 no. 1 bed plus study and 1 no. 2 bed) in Block D1
with resident's amenity facilities comprising of: a concierge,
residents lounge, multi-function room, meeting room and coworking spaces, gym with revised terrace at lower ground floor on
northern elevation and associated facilities; manager's office; and
all associated works (total tenant amenities floor space provided
is c.396sqm). Minor elevational amendments are also proposed
as part of this application. This application will reduce the number
of units in Block D from 13 no. to 10 no. resulting in an overall
decrease from 156 no. to 153 no. residential units.

Former St. Clare's Convent, and
No's 115-119, Harold's Cross
Road, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-04-05

4054/17

Demolition of existing single storey extension to rear and the
construction of new single storey extension to rear in lieu,
comprising a new bedroom, bathroom and kitchen
accommodation, with an external courtyard garden space,
together with alterations to existing front facade comprising the
removal of existing render finishes to expose original brick facade,
at existing single storey terraced dwelling.

4, Limekiln Lane, Harolds Cross,
Dublin 6W

GRANT PERMISSION

2018-01-25
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2027/17

Planning permission for development at site of c. 0.285 hectares
and is bound by Donore Avenue to the west and north west, No.
71 Donore Avenue and garages associated with the laneway off
Donore Avenue and warehousing to the south/south west and
White Swan Business Park to the north and east. The proposed
development will consist of the demolition of the existing buildings
on site (former print factory) which have a total gross floor area of
1,815sqm and the construction of a part three, part four storey
office building, over one level of basement (containing parking and
ancillary facilities). The total gross floor area, including basement
car park, of the new office building is 6,962 sqm. Vehicular access
to the basement car park is proposed from Donore Avenue. The
development includes the provision of 26 no. car parking spaces
and 1 no. motorcycle space, at basement level, and 53 no. bicycle
parking spaces. The development includes an ESB room, plant
storage area and shower/changing facilities at basement floor
level, plant at roof level and all associated site development
works, landscaping and all other ancillary works.

69D, Donore Avenue, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-11-22

2641/17

The development will consist of the demolition of rear single
storey kitchen, internal partitions, rear return chimney, adjoining
single storey outbuildings and single storey garage and shed.
New construction of two storey extension to rear return and single
storey extension to main house gable with new internal
alterations, rooflights on rear return roof. Replacement of all
windows and doors, new windows and door openings at first and
ground floor level of return and new window opening at first floor
on main house gable. New position of vehicular entrance gates to
Raymond Street, all with associated landscaping and ancillary
works and all for use as a single dwelling.

148, South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-11-06

3171/17

Construction of a flat roof double storey bedroom & storage area
extension at the end of the rear garden, and construction of a
single-storey link corridor connecting the extension to the existing
house and all associated works.

120, South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-09-20

WEB1269/17

The development will consist of the demolition of an existing two
storey extension and single storey shed to the rear of the house
and the construction of a proposed two storey extension to the
rear and gable end of the existing property, an end of terrace
house. The proposal will involve the construction of a basement
wine cellar/store room below ground floor level within the
proposed kitchen and dining area of the new extension. The
basement store room is approx. 4.6sqm and extends 2.5m below

9A, Washington Street, South
Circular Road, Dublin 8, D08 R6T0

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-08-30
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ground level and is for storage purposes only and not a habitable
room.

2990/17

Permission for development consisting of: a single storey ground
floor extension to the rear with flat roof over for extended living
area. A second floor over first floor extension to rear with gable
end roof over for additional attic living space. A dormer rear
extension at roof level and all on site utilities and services.

59, Dufferin Avenue,
Circular Road, Dublin 8

South

2933/17

The development will consist of a two storey extension of circa 28
sq.m and a single storey extension of circa 7 sq.m to the rear of
the property together with associated site works.

44, Raymond Street,
Circular Road, Dublin 8

South

2806/17

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: Planning permission for single
storey rear and side extension with 6 no. roof lights to roof, internal
modifications to create open plan kitchen/dining/living room,
restoration/repair of sash windows to front of dwelling and
associated works.

4046/16

Permission for development at a site of c.0.165ha at Applegreen
Filling Station, Parnell Road, Crumlin, Dublin 12. The site is
bounded to the west by Parnell Avenue and to the south by
Parnell Court. The development will consist of the following:
1) Demolition of existing petrol station shop (c. 136sq.m), and
replacement with new shop (c 306 sqm), comprising
convenience shop, off-licence (c. 13sq.m), 2 no. food offers
(café/restaurant - c.39sq.m), seating area (c.36sqm), toilets, atm
and back of house / store areas (c. 106sq.m);
2) Revision to petrol station forecourt including new canopy
(c.6m high);
3) Removal of existing car wash facility;
4) Replacement of underground fuel tanks and provision of 3
fuel pumps;
5) Provision of a totem sign (c. 6.5m high) and other signage
(totalling c.69 sq.m)
6) Revision of car parking;
7) All associated site development works, services provision,
drainage, landscaping, boundary treatments car parking.

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-08-20

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-08-14

7, Parnell Road, Harold's Cross,
Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-07-31

Site of c.0.165ha at Applegreen
Filling Station, Parnell Road,
Crumlin, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-07-03
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2826/17

PROTECTED
STRUCTURE:
Planning
permission
for
amendments to the residential development permitted under Reg.
Ref: 2186/15 (An Bord Pleanala Ref: PL29S.245164) at a site of
c. 1.7 ha located at the former St. Clare's Convent and No.'s 115119, Harold's Cross Road, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6. The
application site includes Protected Structure RPS Ref. No. 3583.
The proposed amendments will consist of the replacement of 3no.
residential units ( 1 no. 1 bed, 1 no. 2 bed) in Block D with
resident's amenity facilities comprising of: a concierge, residents
lounge, multi-function room, meeting room and co-working
spaces, gym with revised terrace at lower ground floor on northern
elevation and associated facilities; manager's office; all
associated works. Minor elevational amendments are also
proposed as part of this application. This application will reduce
the number of units in Block D from 13 no. to 10 no. resulting in
an overall decrease from 156 no. to 153 no. residential units.

Former St. Clare's Convent and
No.s 115-119, Harolds Cross
Road, Harolds Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-06-17
(Decision
Date, Grant
Date TBC)

4314/16

Proposed partial single storey, partial two storey extension to rear,
amendments to existing single storey extension to rear to include
replacement of pitched roof with new flat roof and associated
rooflight. proposed elevational alterations to include new windows
to the front and rear of the existing house at first floor, interior
alterations and associated site development works.

420 Clogher Road, Dublin 12

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-06-12

2434/17

Planning permission is sought for the construction of a single
storey kitchen extension to the rear at ground floor level and the
construction of a bedroom extension at first floor level with
converted attic study accommodation in a mansard roof above
with internal modifications and ancillary site works.

13A, Washington Street,
Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-06-07

4312/16

Permission is sought for demolition of existing single storey side
annex of 14.2m2 and construction of two storey, part single storey
extension of 90.2m2 to the front, side and rear(total new area is
76m2) and all ancillary works to dwelling.

2, Mount Drummond
Harolds Cross, Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-05-29

2181/17

RETENTION : The works comprise of the retention and
completion of the existing partially constructed development,
granted permission An Bord Pleanala decision (Ref No. PL
29s.218980) and as per the compliance information subsequently
submitted to Dublin City Council, comprising the construction of a
two storey three bedroom dwelling with south facing rooflight &
balcony at the front of the house.

Mews site at rear of, 171, South
Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION
AND RETENTION
PERMISSION

2017-05-08

South

Avenue,
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3784/16

Planning permission is being sought by SJF Restaurant Limited
for the material change of use with minor alterations at ground
floor level of 5b and 6 Clanbrassil Street Upper, Portobello, Dublin
8, from retail use to restaurant use.

5b & 6, Clanbrassil Street Upper,
Portobello, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-05-05

4382/16

The development will consist of Construction of single storey
extension with Lean-to roof to the Front and Two Storey Extension
with Flat Roof to the Rear, Alterations to Gate Entrance to provide
a Vehicular Entrance with Pedestrian Access, Internal Alterations
and all Associated Ancillary Site Works.

11 Mount Drummond
Harolds Cross Dublin 6

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-03-30

4375/16

Permission to (1) To change the use of the existing office unit
(except for the garage area which is to be retained in its current
use) to use as a 3 bed residential unit, (2) Alterations to the
exterior including 3 new roof lights, new windows & doors at
ground and first floor levels to front and rear facades, and a new
balcony to rear at first floor level. (3) internal alterations and
ancillary works to support the above.

33, Avenue Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-03-30

4072/16

PROTECTED STRUCTURE: Permission is sought by Jamie
O'Toole for change of use from office to single dwelling house, the
refurbishment of existing house, interior alterations, the removal
of rear wall at basement level, and the construction of a singlestorey extension to rear of 126 South Circular Road, Dublin 8, a
protected structure.

126, South Circular Road, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-02-17

WEB1403/16

The development will consist of the demolition of an existing
extension and shed to the rear of the house and the construction
of a two storey extension to the rear and gable end of the existing
property.

9A, Washington Street, Dublin 8

GRANT PERMISSION

2017-01-11

Square,
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